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Bob Fountain calculates that he’ll save around
$75,000 per engine in fuel costs through
switching to Cummins Signature power in 2004.

“Our focus now is on fuel, fuel, fuel,” says an emphatic Fountain, principal of Adelaide-based Bob
Fountain Transport.

Bob began restructuring his Cat-powered roadtrain and B-double fleet last year because of sharply
rising fuel costs.

The message had hit home that fuel was the largest controllable daily cost, and that getting fuel
consumption under control had to be a priority.

Well aware of the Signature’s reputation for fuel efficiency, Bob decided to put two Generation II
Signature 620s into service in T604 Kenworths, propelling roadtrain doubles between Adelaide and
Brisbane.

“Everything that Cummins promised has happened,” Bob asserts.

“The Signatures have been outstanding to date – their fuel efficiency, reliability and performance,” he
says, pointing out that each engine will do around 360,000 km in the year.

“I thought that Cummins’ fuel predictions for
the Signature 620 were optimistic but they are
in fact a reality. One engine’s life to date average
is 1.45 km/litre in roadtrain application while
the other is at 1.42 km/litre.

“We have two other T604s with competitor
engines doing exactly the same work and
they’re averaging 1.3 and 1.32 km/litre.

“At today’s fuel prices each Signature will save
us around $75,000 over four years.”

Cummins’ service support is another key
element in Bob Fountain’s switch to 15-litre
Signature power.

“You can’t operate as a small business without
the total support of your engine supplier, and
that supplier must have people in every state
who have a common purpose in their customer
support,” Bob asserts.

Fountain’s focus on
fuel: $75,000 saving

with Signature

Continued on back page Bob Fountain… “The Signatures have been
outstanding to date – their fuel efficiency,

reliability and performance.”Cummins South Pacific News
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Bill Upfold is one of NZ's standout boat designers. One of his recent creations,

Antipodes, is propelled by Cummins QSM11 engines that are delivering

exceptional performance.

Cummins's new low-emissions power station in the Barossa Valley will help
South Australia meet electricity requirements during peak summer demand.

In 52 years of selling trucks in NSW, the RH Taylor organisation has achieved

numerous milestones including its tenure of allegiance to one brand -

International.

The one and only Flxible Clipper bus imported to Australia from the US has
been restored at a cost of $200,000. It now also has Cummins power.
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From humble beginnings 26 years
ago Neil and Margaret Mulcahy have
built Daisy’s Garden Supplies into one
of Melbourne’s most recognisable
companies in its field.

Quaintly named and proudly promoted,
Daisy’s is a business from which the
Mulcahys derive immense satisfaction.
Neil was a mechanic and a truckie and
Margaret a primary school teacher
before they set out as business
partners.

The Mulcahys were certain right from
the start that their trucks would play
an important role in promoting their
business, and it’s a strategy that has
succeeded beyond any doubt.

The name Daisy’s is even linked to
popular lifestyle TV shows like Backyard Blitz and Auction
Squad on which the company’s striking trucks are seen
delivering garden supplies.

In 1979 Daisy’s Garden Supplies started to take shape
when Neil and Margaret bought a small block of land – a
house block – on Mt Dandenong Rd at Ringwood East.

“I had a 1418 Benz tipper at the time doing day work. I
was carting soil and the like and saw the need for a
garden supply business in the Ringwood area,” Neil recalls.

Neil had done an apprenticeship as a mechanic when he
left school and when the apprenticeship was completed
he worked for Alf Marsden who had a well known
trucking business.

It wasn’t long before Neil had his own truck, and then
four years later in 1979 he and Margaret bought their
small block of land at Ringwood to start Daisy’s.The
Mulcahys scraped together more land around this site as
their business grew, and they now also have a two-
hectare retail facility at Carrum Downs.

The family influence pervades the business, and Neil and
Margaret – like other reputable employers – speak with
sincerity about the loyalty of the people working for
them and the contribution these people have made to
the success of their company.“There’s a lot of pride in
what we do here,” says Margaret simply.

Their prominent fleet of 30 trucks ranges from mini-
tippers to six Kenworth truck-and-dog combinations, all
Cummins-powered and all promoting pride and image.
The Mulcahys’ 22-year-old son Evan pilots the latest
Kenworth, a superbly presented T904 propelled by a
Cummins Signature 580.

“We’ve always concentrated on having our trucks
looking good,” says Neil, discussing Daisy’s recognition
factor. “It’s not unusual for us to deliver to a street,
then we’ll get two or three calls from that same street
from people wanting soil or sand.They’ve seen our
truck and they notice the name.

“Even in the early days when we only had two or
three trucks, we’d have people wanting to know the
size of our fleet.They couldn’t believe we only had a
couple of trucks. ‘But we see your trucks everywhere’
they’d tell us.” 

The Mulcahys’ first contact with Cummins was more
than 20 years ago when they bought a second-hand
AB International with a C160 diesel.Then in 1982 an
International S-Line with a Cummins Formula 300
came into the fleet, and it cemented the preference
for Cummins power.Today’s truck-and-dog fleet
includes two M11s, an ISM, two ISX475s and the
Signature 580.

“Cummins’ after sales service is top
notch,” Neil asserts.“We’ve
developed a close relationship with
the people at Cummins. If you have
a problem they’re prepared to
listen to you.”

Neil and Margaret reflect with
pride on a business that has been
built on sensible goals along with
sizeable amounts of inspiration and
innovation.“We’ve met some great
people, we’ve made some great
friends,” says Neil sincerely.“Being
part of the local community has
also been very important to us.”

There’s nothing timid
about this dog!

A Mack Qantum punched by the potent performance
of a Cummins ISX 500 engine is delivering the specific
benefits it was bought for in New Zealand’s central North Island.

The ISX 500 is Lakeland Transport’s first Cummins engine and
company owner Michael Donnelly confides its performance has “set
tongues wagging”.

Doug Broughton is piloting the Qantum and he states without
hesitation:“The performance of the ISX is unbelievable.You have to
drive it to believe it.” 

The Qantum eight-wheeler pulls a
four-axle trailer and operates at a
maximum weight of 44 tonnes.

Doug points out that the peak
torque rating was originally 
1650 lb ft before the higher setting
of 1850 lb ft was programmed in.
“My immediate reaction was, ‘good
grief, hang on!’,” he says, discussing
the performance difference.

Lakeland Transport, based at Taupo,
has five other Macks in its 12-truck
logging fleet, and they are powered
by 454 and 470 hp Mack engines.

“The main reason we chose the Cummins-powered Qantum was to
get the benefit of the ISX engine brake on the Napier-Taupo road,”
Michael Donnelly points out.

Anyone who has driven this road – officially named the Thermal
Explorer Highway – will understand why a highly effective retarder is
essential.The ISX engine brake retards 500 hp which is only bettered
by the Cummins Signature with its massive 600 hp braking effort.

“The fuel consumption of the ISX is equivalent to what we’re getting
with our 454 and 470 Macks, but the ISX is giving us retardation that
we don’t get with our Mack engines,” Michael points out.

“We’re also getting very good back-up from Cummins in Rotorua,”
he adds.

He rates driver comfort as another strong point of the cab-over
Mack.“The Qantum is giving us the best of both worlds – American
running gear and European comfort,” he says.

Lakeland Transport was formed by Michael Donnelly in 1992 when
the Freightways Express business in Taupo was put up for sale.
Michael was manager of Freightways in Taupo at the time.“I took the
staff and the logging trucks and started Lakeland Transport,” he
explains.

His fleet operates in the central North Island and moves around
300,000 tonnes of logs a year.

He points out that the Cummins ISX comes with a price premium in
the Mack Qantum, but when the benefits are weighed up the ISX
option along with the Eaton 18-speed transmission and Meritor rears
is an attractive package.

The ISX 500 terminology is slightly deceptive because the engine
actually produces 530 hp between 1600 and 1800 rpm, dropping
slightly to 528 hp at 1500 rpm and still developing 493 hp at 1400 rpm.

Torque output is similarly impressive, with 1850 lb ft on stream at
1200 rpm and holding close to that figure up to 1500 rpm.All that
equates to an engine that is full of intensity across the full breadth of
its operating range.

Doug Broughton… “You have
to drive it to believe it.”

Paving the 
way to success

Latest addition to the Daisy’s fleet – T904 Kenworth with Cummins
Signature power.

ISX 500-powered Mack Qantum has set tongues wagging with
its performance.Neil and Margaret Mulcahy 

with son Evan.
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The J-series Cummins diesel that found its way into Flxible Clipper buses and various other
applications gained its real fame on the race track – at the Indy 500 in the US.

The standard 150 hp supercharged J-series engine – an in-line six displacing 401 cu.in. (6.57 litres) 
–  was transformed into a 430 hp turbocharged unit for the famous Indy 500 in 1952.

Laid flat on its side, the J-series propelled the ‘Cummins Diesel Special’, a race car that astounded the Indy
500 crowd by capturing the coveted pole position at 138.010 mph.

The car became the fastest vacuum cleaner ever built. It wasn’t fitted with an air cleaner because there
was no room.The air intake was low in the nose and sucked in oil, rubber and grease from the track into
the turbo.The car pulled out after 72 laps.

This was the start of the Cummins turbocharged engine era although the real focal point for company
engineers was the new fuel system that was to emerge as one of the most important technical innovations
in Cummins’ history.The Indy 500 in 1952 put the final approval on the PT fuel system for production.

Cummins never re-entered the Indy 500. Despite the car’s ill-fated finish, the project achieved its primary
purpose.The main reason Cummins was there was to show the world the potential of the diesel engine. It
worked. Cummins truck engine sales skyrocketed after that.

After importing the one Flxible Clipper from the US in 1947,
Reg Ansett’s Ansair subsidiary went on to build 131 units
from December 1950 to June 1960 under license to The
Flxible Company of Ohio.The Clippers, just over 10 metres
long and seating 29 to 33 passengers, became widely admired
as a touring coach on Australian interstate routes.

Today they continue in popularity as restored buses as well as
motorhomes. One group of enthusiasts, the Flxible Clipper
Club of Australia of which Ken Turnbull is a member, has over
40 Ansair-built Clippers among its members.

Ken was an Ansett Roadways coach captain from 1952-72 and
for most of those years he piloted the imported Flxible
Clipper between Mt Gambier in South Australia and
Melbourne.

Ken Turnbull and wife Joan… spent more than $200,000 on restoration of
fully imported Flxible Clipper. Ken drove this bus in the 50s and 60s for
Ansett Roadways.

Ripper 
Clipper

A memorable chapter of Australia’s bus history came
back to life in January when 10 Flxible Clipper buses
travelled the Hume Highway between Melbourne and
Sydney to mark the 50th anniversary of Reg Ansett’s first
express service on this route.

The one and only Flxible Clipper fully imported to Australia
from the US – a 1947 model – was part of the event.
Beautifully restored at a cost of more than $200,000, it is
owned by Ken Turnbull who drove this actual bus as a
coach captain for Ansett Roadways in the 50s and 60s.

Ken’s Flxible Clipper is now propelled by a 240 hp,
8.3-litre Cummins C-series engine – a far cry from the
straight-eight Buick ‘Fireball’ petrol engine that was
originally fitted and the 150 hp Cummins supercharged 
J-series diesel (401 cu.in.) that followed in the early 50s.

“As soon as I started driving the Clipper in 1952 I wanted
to own it,” says Ken. “I had to wait until 1974 before I
could buy it and then it sat in a shed for another 25 years
or so before I could afford to do the restoration.”

It’s worth explaining at this point that ‘Flxible’ is not a
misspelling. Flxible was the name of the American
company that designed and built the bus, and it had to
drop the first ‘e’ in ‘flexible’ so the name could be
copyrighted and trademarked.

We caught up with Ken and Joan – his wife of 53 years –
in Sydney on Australia Day to get the details for this
article but we didn’t get far with our chat. Theirs and the
nine other Flxible Clippers were part of Motorfest, the
popular January 26 event in Sydney that showcases over
1000 classic and vintage vehicles.The Clippers attracted
enormous interest and Ken was overwhelmed with
words of praise for his restoration work which he’d
completed only a couple of weeks earlier.

Flxible Clipper sat around for 25 years or more before Ken
could afford to begin the restoration.

Ken Turnbull’s immaculate Flxible Clipper, powered in the 1950s by
a 150 hp Cummins supercharged diesel, now has a 240 hp C-series
Cummins.

The ‘Cummins Diesel Special’, powered by a turbocharged J-series engine, won the coveted pole position at the Indy 500 in 1952.

It was actually equipped with a 95 hp six cylinder Leyland
for a short period  between the removal of the Buick
petrol engine and the fitment of the 150 hp Cummins
J model supercharged diesel.

“This was the Leyland engine used in the British Matilda
tank,” Ken recalls, “but the bus was too slow and the
decision was made to fit the Cummins.

“The J model wasn’t a bad engine in its day – it certainly
performed better than the Leyland – but you were 
doing well if you got 100,000 miles before an overhaul.”
(The Matilda tank was also hindered by slow
performance, especially in the World War II desert
campaign in North Africa.)

Ken now has probably the best performing Flxible
Clipper in existence.“She certainly goes well with the 
C-series Cummins,” he says with a satisfied smile,
confiding he “showed off a bit” on a couple of climbs on
the Hume Highway when the 10 Flxible Clippers were on
their golden anniversary run to Sydney.

At the age of 76 and living in Mt Gambier, Ken still hasn’t
retired.“I work three days a week as a heavy vehicle
driving instructor,” he reveals. One of his sons, Milton,
is also a driving instructor while his other son, Gary, has
four trucks.

When Ken left Ansett Roadways in 1972 he wasn’t about
to depart the industry he loved.“I bought a bus company
in Mt Gambier and had eight buses at one stage,” he
recalls.“Joan drove one for 14 years on a school run.”

Ken also established a small fleet of trucks which
expanded to six prime movers and four fridge vans
before the family business interests were sold in 
the 1990s.

It was in 2000 that Ken began serious work on restoration
of his Flxible Clipper and he completed it only several
weeks before the nostalgic trip up the Hume Highway to
relive a special chapter of Australia’s bus history.

The Indy car everyone talked about in 1952…The Indy car everyone talked about in 1952…

Reg Ansett imported one Flxible Clipper to Australia in
1947and then built 131 units under license to The Flxible Co.
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A new Australian-developed
grape harvesting machine is
winning acclaim in the US for its
innovative design and the fuel
efficiency of its Cummins QSB
engine.

Known as the Vinestar 1000, the
machine has undergone intensive
testing in California and had its
first public showing there in
January at the Unified Wine
Grape Symposium in Sacramento,
the largest viticultural expo in the
US.

Six Vinestars will be exported to
the US from Australia this year
and the plan is to increase this to
15 a year which will translate to
a 50% market share in the US.

The Vinestar 1000 is being
manufactured by UR Machinery
(URM) in Mildura,Victoria.The
36-year-old company was
acquired in 2001 by Kverneland

of Norway, the
world’s largest
specialist producer of
agricultural and
viticultural
implements.

Design and
development of the
new generation
Vinestar began soon
after URM was
bought by
Kverneland.

“The grape harvester
sold by URM at the
time was basically a
dinosaur – big, heavy
and unsophisticated,”
says Peter Piddington, UR Machinery’s sales and marketing manager.

“Our big goals for the new Vinestar were to reduce weight from 13.7 tonnes to 9.5 tonnes,
increase road speed from 10 to 30 km/h, and make the machine more compact by reducing
width from 4.5 to 3.5 metres.

“One of our first steps was to bring in users
of grape harvesters to get their feedback on
what they wanted and didn’t want in a new
generation machine.These were users of both
our own and competitor harvesters.That was
a six-month program and then we set about
the design work,” Peter recalls.

The choice of diesel engine was not clear-cut
initially with URM having traditionally used
Perkins and John Deere power.

“However, when we looked at the technology
of the engines for the Tier 2 emissions
standards in the US and also judged service
support both in Australia and the US we
decided that the Cummins QSB was the best
choice,” Peter Pinnington explains.

“We had John Deere engines in five older
machines that we’d exported to the US and

the service support was not up to the standard we required. By comparison, we had a
minor issue with the QSB in the Vinestar 1000 prototype we tested in California and the
back-up from Cummins was unbelievable.”

Fuel efficiency was another factor decisively in favour of Cummins.

“We knew that fuel consumption was a major issue with self-propelled grape harvesters in
that it generally ranged from 20 to 26 litres/hour,” Peter points out.“The prototype with the
Cummins QSB that we took to California for testing averaged 11.8 litres/hour over 740
hours.

“So we knew we
had a harvester that
provided benchmark
fuel economy while
meeting the latest
emissions
standards.”

The QSB in the
Vinestar is the 
3.9-litre,four-cylinder
version delivering
130 hp at 2500 rpm.
The charge air
cooled engine has
full-authority
electronic control to
manage everything
from fuel delivery
and power curve shaping to protection features and data management.

Apart from the six Vinestar 1000s being built this year for export to the US, a further 18 are
being produced for the Australian market to firmly establish the machine at the forefront of
mechanised grape harvesting.

The $300,000 harvester was trialled extensively both in Australia and the US over two
vintages to prove its design and picking capabilities, and the first production units – 12 in all
– rolled off the URM production line in Mildura last year.

A Cummins team of both Melbourne and Mildura personnel – spearheaded by Geoff Shone,
Jamie Sharp and Chris McInerney – has worked closely with URM since the start of the
Vinestar 1000 project to ensure rapid response to all technical, engineering and service
support requirements.

“Cummins’ core business is diesel engines and that shows in the back-up support we’ve
received and the extent of the company’s service facilities and capabilities both in Australia
and the US,” says Peter Piddington.

Jan Heemskerk concurs. Jan was brought to Australia from Europe to head up the design of
the new grape harvester and has appreciated the technical support from the Cummins
Mildura facility.

Using CAD (computer aided design) in the development of the Vinestar 1000, Jan is
acknowledged for having brought a fresh
approach to the design process.“I had
no idea what a grape harvester looked
liked, although I understood the
principle,” he says.“I’d had plenty of field
experience globally with other
harvesting machines so it was a matter
of listening and learning when I came to
Australia. One of the design challenges
was adhering to the KISS principle while
incorporating the latest technology in
the Vinestar 1000.” 

The Cummins QSB with its electronic
engine management system is an
essential element of that technology – a
far cry from the technology of the late
1960s when UR Machinery released
Australia’s first mechanised grape
harvester.

Going 
grape

guns
Computer-aided design was used in the development of the Vinestar 1000.

Cummins-powered Vinestar 1000 has made a big
impression in the US.

Cummins QSB has set a new standard for fuel
efficiency in self-propelled grape harvesters.

Jan Heemskerk headed up the design of the new grape harvester…”One
of the greatest challenges was adhering to the KISS principle while
incorporating the latest technology in the Vinestar 1000.”

UR Machinery’s Peter Piddington (left) with Geoff Shone from Cummins.
Piddington says:“Cummins’ core business is diesel engines and that shows
in the back-up support we’ve received.”
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The Flinn family runs a very tidy bulk haulage
operation out of Medowie, just north of Newcastle, NSW.

The family takes pride in the service it provides and the
presentation of its six-truck fleet which include three 
B-doubles.

John and Carole Flinn established the business 42 years
ago and continue to be involved in its management along
with sons Jim and Matt.

“Dad still runs the show and he still drives, though not
full time,” says Matt with a smile.“He and Mum have a
motorhome they like to get away in.”

Mercedes-Benz was the preferred brand at Flinn Bulk
Haulage until the early 1990s when the first Cummins
engines – four NTC-444s – came into the fleet powering
Freightliner FL112s.

Three of those Freightliners are still at work with the
Flinns today along with a Kenworth K100E with a
Cummins N14-460 ‘Red Head’ and two Western Stars
with Generation II Signature 620 engines.

“Dad wasn’t keen on changing from ‘Benz, but we all
agree now that going to Cummins was the best thing we
could have done,” says Matt.

“You have to feel comfortable with the people you deal
with and we like dealing with the the guys at Cummins
Newcastle. Guys like Paul Corbett have been a great help
over the last 10 years or so.”

The two Signature-powered Western Stars are the latest
additions to the fleet, having started work in September
’04. Driven by Jim and Matt, they are imposing,
immaculate trucks named ‘Temptation’ and ‘Satisfaction’.

The Signature 620s have established their performance
credentials in no uncertain terms and they’ve also proved
they have no equal in relation to engine brake
effectiveness.

“We’ve always seen big power as a way of doing the job
easier and with our Cummins engines we’ve never
seemed to suffer in terms of fuel usage,” says Matt.“On a
loaded leg on the New England Highway the Signature is
doing around 1.7 km/litre pulling a B-double which seems
pretty reasonable.”

An interesting comparison early on was the performance
of the Signature 620 against the 444, a true big banger in
its day.“Our 444s go extremely well but pulling a single
trailer at 42.5 tonnes they can’t go around the Signature
pulling a B-double at 62.5 tonnes,” Matt explains.

The effectiveness of the Signature engine brake has been
truly tested on the steep descents of the New England
Highway.“Coming down Murrurundi at 62.5 tonnes I can
keep the speed at 60 to 70 km/h and only touch the
brakes a couple of times,” Matt points out.

The three 444-powered Freightliners are still very tidy
trucks and reflect the approach of the Flinns to keeping
their gear well turned-out.

“We don’t talk about our trucks as being old or new.
They’re all treated as equal regardless of their age,” says
Matt.“Each of our Freightliners has done around two
million kilometres and in that time the 444s have had one
rebuild,” he adds.

Jim and Matt started driving for their father as soon as
they left school.“We did the offsider thing with Dad and
as soon as we were 18 we got our licences,” says Matt.
“At that time we were hauling explosives to mines in
central Queensland.”

Today, Flinn Bulk Haulage carts grain, cotton seed and
fertiliser in its tippers and has two walking floor trailers
for cotton trash.

Flinn favours big power for bulk

The Flinn family takes pride in the presentation of its fleet.The two Western Stars have Signature 620 power.

Cummins automotive business manager Mike Fowler (right)
with Matt (centre) and Jim Flinn.

A Kawasaki loader with Cummins QSK19
power is contributing to the cost efficient
operations of a leading New Zealand producer
of export quality pulp products.

Winstone Pulp International (WPI) is an
integrated forestry company with a pulp mill,
sawmill and two forests on the North Island’s
central plateau.The forests cover more than
16,000 hectares of radiata pine and currently
have a sustainable harvest rate of 260,000 cubic
metres per annum.

The company produces around 150,000 air
dried tonnes of pulp a year for Asian markets –
pulp that is consumed in products ranging from
tissue and perfume boxes to newsprint.

WPI’s bleached chemical thermo-mechanical
pulp mill at Karioi is where the big Kawasaki

loader is playing a key role in helping maintain
a constant supply of fresh chip to the mill.

The mill requires 2.3 tonnes of chip to
produce one tonne of pulp. It’s an energy-
intensive business with up to 45 MW of
power required at any one time depending on
the grade of pulp being produced.

The Cummins-powered Kawasaki unloads 40
log trucks a day – these trucks bring in 20,000
tonnes of logs a month – and it also feeds the
log deck which in turn feeds the chip
processing plant.

Able to grab up to 28 tonnes of logs at a time,
the 115ZV Kawasaki works 16 hours a day, five
days a week, and also puts in two to three
hours on Saturdays and Sundays.Another of its
tasks is pushing the chip heaps using a blade
attachment.

“Everything we do here must be cost efficient,”
says Andy Chamley,WPI production manager.
“This mill does not have the economics of scale
enjoyed by most of our competitors, so we
must produce a quality product at the lowest
possible price to stay competitive in the
international market.

“Chip freshness is very
important so we have low
wood and chip stocks to
maintain the freshness,”
Andy explains.“Less
chemical is needed for
the pulping process when
the chip is fresh, and that
means less cost.”

He says WPI can’t
afford to have its
loader out of action
because it doesn’t have
immediate access to a similar capacity unit.
“If servicing needs to be carried out it must
be at the weekend, and we’re not prepared
to let the loader go for more than 24
hours,” he says.

The 19-litre Cummins QSK19, rated at 480
hp, has established an excellent uptime
record at the WPI mill since the first unit
went into service in a Kawasaki loader in

1999 and notched up 16,000 trouble-free hours.

Supplied by Loadlift New Zealand under a
leasing arrangement, this Kawasaki was replaced
by a new unit in 2004 and it too has performed
faultlessly.

Cummins QSK19 in Kawasaki loader has
proved its reliability and durability during 
16-hour days.

WPI production
manager Andy
Chamley…
“Everything we
do here must be
cost efficient.This
mill does not have
the economics of
scale enjoyed by
most of our
competitors.”

Kawasaki is primed for pulp

Flinn favours big power for bulk
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Their task is no
pushover which is
why most of the
15-litre Signatures
have 620 hp tuning.
They operate in
terrain that
destroys fuel
economy and
demands highly
efficient retardation.

The North Island’s
notorious Napier-
Taupo road, on
which the log

trucks frequently travel, can make or break the reputation
of a diesel engine. In terrain that is either all up or all
down, the Signature 620 has become the benchmark for
performance, both uphill and downhill, on this 140 km
stretch of bitumen.

The gruelling nature of the road, otherwise known as the
Thermal Explorer Highway, is revealed when we catch up
with Pan Pac owner-operator Austin Clements just after
he has completed a Napier-Taupo leg. His Cummins
RoadRelay is showing 1.1 km/litre for the trip.That’s
roadtrain-type consumption – and a true reflection of the
arduous terrain.

Austin’s Signature 620 propels a Kenworth K104 
eight-wheeler hooked to a four-axle trailer, and maximum
loaded weight is 45.5 tonnes. He bought his first
Signature in 1999 which was also the first Signature in the
Pan Pac fleet.

Today, close to 20 Signature engines are belting out the
big power in the Pan Pac operation which is based at
Whirinaki, 20 km north of Napier.

Pan Pac Forest Products was established in 1973
and has become a leading integrated forestry
company with 33,000 hectares of pine forest, a
sawmill and a pulp mill in the Hawkes Bay region of
the North Island.The company produces pulp,
lumber and export chip mainly for its shareholders
in Japan but also for other domestic and
international customers.

The company’s haulage task is handled entirely by
owner-operators who have 52 trucks that are
called on to do 50,000 loads a year.A strong
rapport exists between Pan Pac management and
the owner-operators, and today the fleet is one of
the best presented and most modern in the
country with an average truck age of only 1.5 years.

Pan Pac owned its trucks – 38 Cummins-powered
Kenworths to be exact – in the early days, but in the ’80s
the drivers were given the opportunity to take over the
company trucks as owner-operators. Pan Pac maintained
10 or so of its own trucks in the fleet until 1997 when
the decision was made to get out of the truck side
completely and put the haulage task in the hands of
owner-operators.

The owner-operators have to comply with specific Pan
Pac requirements for their trucks which must be 8x4
configuration and fitted with CTI (central tyre inflation),
and they must meet tare weight limits of 16.5 tonnes
with a four-axle trailer and 15.5 tonnes with a three-axle
trailer.

The first 600 hp engine came into the Pan Pac fleet in
1999 when Austin Clements bought his first Signature
600.

“That was one of the very early Signatures and I had
some dramas with it,” he admits,“but Ben Clark

(Cummins Rotorua service
manager) was a great help. I was
confident that the Generation II
engine would have the problems
sorted out so I was quite happy to
stick with the Signature.

“Tare weight is important to us
and the Signature is still the
lightest engine for the retarding
power it offers,” Austin says.“You
don’t need a hydraulic retarder
with the Signature and that saves
considerable cost and weight.”

The Signature retards a massive 600 hp which is
unprecedented for a compression engine brake.

Austin, who has been an owner-operator with Pan Pac
since the early ’90s, says the uphill performance of the
620 is unmatched too.“It’s not until you hit a hill that you
realise how hard the Signature’s going. It takes the
pressure off because it creates time savings, and that’s a
bonus in double shift work.”

He points out that he does his oil changes based on fuel
burn and this means oil change intervals of 13,000 to
15,000 km which reflects the intensity of the work.

Barry Hermansen, an owner-operator with Pan Pac since
1989, put his first Signature to work in February this year
in a Kenworth K104. It is also the first Cummins engine
he has owned.

Signature-powered Freightliner

Austin Clements… “Tare weight is
important to us and the Signature is
still the lightest engine for the
retarding power it offers.”

Clint Anderson...“We do some hard yards in this job… I’ve had no problems
with the Signature in 425,000 km.”

Barry Hermansen… “I find the truck totally relaxing to drive,
both uphill and down.”

A fleet of Cummins Signature engines is playing a key role in helping
move 1.5 million tonnes of logs a year for one of New Zealand’s
leading forest products companies, Pan Pac Forest Products.

Best in the bush
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New Zealand truck operators have probably the greatest choice of products available anywhere in the world. In the
makes and models of trucks on offer, the New Zealand market with its liberal import laws is even more saturated and
competitive than Australia’s.

Indeed, there are more makers from more parts of the globe vying for
business in a market that is only the fraction of Australian volumes.And on
a world scale,Australian volumes are minuscule anyway.

Some of the most enterprising business people in the New Zealand market
are actually the truck dealers, particularly those with access to factories in
Australia or further afield and who also have homegrown engineering
facilities to ‘fix and fashion’ various configurations to meet a particular
operator’s specific needs.

Such a dealer is Intertruck Distributors (NZ) Ltd, owned by Comer Board
and based in the North Island town of Mount Maunganui.

In 1997, Intertruck signed with Navistar International Truck and Engine
Corporation as the New Zealand importer and distributor of trucks from
North America. Intertruck is also a Cummins dealer.

Today, the International brand is visible in major fleets throughout New
Zealand and operators have the choice of five models – the cab-over 9800

and the bonneted
7600, 9200, 9400
and 9900.

Cummins is the
dominant power
source in the
range. In fact, more than 30,000 Cummins engines went into 
US-built International trucks last year.

Intertruck has an assembly operation in Mount Maunganui and
carries out significant compliance changes to meet New Zealand
regulations. Chassis engineering is also performed to suit trucks to
specific market segments. One example is the twin-steer
configuration for the new bonneted 7600 model.

Comer Board has underpinned Intertruck’s growth with an impressive
new sales, parts and service operation in Manukau (Auckland) headed up
by Peter McDonald, a former Cummins branch manager in New Zealand.
The near future will see an extension to this facility specifically for truck
assembly.

Aucklander Aaron Bonner, 24, has two International 9800 cab-overs
operating with Toll Tranzlink, mainly on North Island routes. Both trucks
have Cummins ISX 500 power.

Aaron’s proud of where he is today.“I got my licence at 17 but I actually
had to offer to work for free so that I could get a job driving and show
what I could do,” he says.

When he was 18 Aaron tried to get finance to buy his first truck.“The
finance companies just laughed at me so I got my parents involved as silent partners,” he points out.

“I wanted to drive trucks from when I was four or five years of age, so nothing was going to stop me. I enjoy a challenge.”

Four years ago Aaron started in linehaul with Tranzlink with a 380 hp Isuzu 8x4 hooked to a four-axle trailer – a typical
configuration in New Zealand where Road User Charges basically make more axles less expensive to operate at the
maximum gross weight of 44 tonnes.

Today, Aaron has an XF95 DAF plus the two International 9800s that went into service early in 2004.“I wanted power,
reliability and back-up and that’s what I’ve been getting with the Internationals,” he says.

“I’ve had no troubles with the Cummins ISX 500s.They’re running beautifully and the engine braking is awesome.The 
back-up I get from Intertruck is excellent. Nothing is too much of a hassle.”

Aaron employs four drivers plus he drives himself to allow the trucks to be double-shifted.“I’ve got a group of drivers who
treat the trucks as if they’re their own,” he says.“I’ve got people around me who have the same visions and goals and this
helps greatly.” 

An International model that is new to New Zealand – in fact,
it was only released in the US in 2003 – is the 7600, a short
bonneted truck that has light tare weight as one of its key
attributes. In fact, it’s a full tonne under most of its
competitors.

Contributing to the lightweight package is the Cummins ISM
rated at 425 hp.

Reliance Transport, a long established family business, is using
an 8x4 tractor version of the 7600 on container work in the
Auckland metropolitan area – 3,500 km a week of double-
shift, stop-start work that tests the mettle of the toughest
truck.

The eight-wheeler is coupled to a quad-axle skeletal trailer –
a combination that has advantages under New Zealand’s Road
User Charges’ scheme, particularly when the truck is doing
longer distances.

Reliance Transport also sees the configuration as future-proofing its operation for if the regulations are changed to allow
heavier gross weights the combination will be capable of handling 50 tonnes. Currently it handles payloads of 30 tonnes.

Jarrod Hepi is at the helm of the 7600 and says he’s a “happy man” in the environment of the new International.“It’s doing
the job really well and I’m enjoying driving the Cummins,” he says.“I like the cab comfort and one thing that stands out is
the impressive ride.”

Shaun Thompson… to change his four-truck fleet to
Signature-powered Kenworth K104s.

“The engine braking is awesome,” he says.“The fact you don’t need
a hydraulic retarder is a big feature because tare weight is
important. I find the truck totally relaxing and easy to drive, both
uphill and down.”

Clint Anderson initially had his Signature set at 520 hp before
uprating it to 580 hp and gaining a 7% improvement in fuel
economy.“We do some hard yards in this job.The Signature is
averaging 1.4 km/litre and I’ve had no problems with it in 425,000
kilometres,” says Clint, nodding towards his Kenworth K104.

“I previously had a 525 (N14) Cummins in a Foden and thought
that was good on the engine brake, but the Signature’s easily a
notch better. In fact, it’s awesome downhill.

“Cummins’ service support is good too. Ben Clark at Rotorua
does a great job.”

Shaun Thompson has four trucks with Pan Pac – two Volvos, a
Foden and a Signature 620-powered Kenworth K104.“I’ll be going
to four K104s, all with the Signature engine,” he says.“You have to
pay a premium for the Kenworth but it’s a proven product with
good tare weight and the Signature has excellent performance and
retardation.”

Grant Anderson started driving one of his father’s trucks in 1976
in the Pan Pac operation and became an owner-operator in 1987.
He has had a Kenworth K104 with a Signature 620 since mid-2003
but passion still lingers for a W900 Kenworth he drove in the 
mid-80s with a KT450 Cummins.“The KT450 was
magic in its day, absolutely magic,” he says.“It was
big power back then.”

An International affair

Aaron Bonner… “I’ve had no troubles with the
Cummins ISX 500s.They’re running
beautifully.”

Bonner operates his two ISX-powered International
9800s with Toll Tranzlink.

Reliance Transport operates this International
7600 – a lightweight package powered by the
Cummins ISM rated at 425 hp.

Intertruck’s impressive new sales, parts and service facility in
Manukau (Auckland). It is headed up by Peter McDonald, a
former Cummins branch manager in New Zealand.



carting until the finish
of the harvest and then
I completely stripped
the truck and did it up
– the cab, motor,
gearbox, diff,
everything.”

Times and trucks have,
of course, changed
beyond all measure.

“I used to carry two decks of sheep – 50 to 60
head – on my old Inter, but now they’re looking at
800 head on a B-double,” says Cec, a smile of
resignation creasing his face.

As Cec stands for a few photographs beside his
restored workhorse, a Cummins Signature-powered
Kenworth C501 manoeuvres alongside to provide a
dramatic contrast between the old and the new.

The square-shouldered C501 is the latest truck to
go to work for Cec Hayes Livestock Transport
which today has10 B-double sets and two single
trailers pulled by company prime movers and
permanent tow operators.

Cec Hayes’ first International had a 241.5 cu.in.
(3.9-litre) in-line six petrol engine that squeezed out 27.3 hp,
and it wasn’t until 1969 that he bought his first diesel truck, an
International ABD184 with a Cummins CF-160 engine.

A 160 hp naturally aspirated in-line six displacing 464 cu.in.
(7.6 litres), it began pulling Cec’s first semi-trailer – a two-deck
sheep crate.The CF-160 delivered maximum power at 2800
rpm while peak torque of 345 lb ft was at 1700 rpm.

Cec’s next purchases were three ’Benz 1418s, but when he
began running trailers that could accommodate two decks of
cattle or three decks of sheep he realised he needed more
power and in 1974 acquired his first Kenworth, a K125 with an
855 cu.in. (14-litre) Cummins NTC-335 – a true ‘big banger’ in
its day.

The following year a second K125 with a 335 Cummins was
taken on board.
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The halcyon days of International Harvester are gone
forever, but the brand name still lingers in the hearts and
minds of men who eked out a living in trucking 
decades ago.

There are numerous wonderful stories of early
International Harvester trucks, many with Cummins diesels,
that played an indomitable role in Australia trucking and
forged an admiration for the brand that is ever lasting.

Recollections of those early days roll easily from Cec
Hayes’ memory bank.

It is 74 years since Cecil first saw daylight and 55 years
since he bought his first truck, a 1937 International D35
with a prodigious 27.3 hp on tap.Today, the Hayes business
– based in Orange, NSW – is run by Cec’s four sons,
Michael, Johnny, Barney and Paul.

Cec still maintains a keen interest in the business 
– Cec Hayes Livestock Transport – and he even has a
tangible reminder of his first years as a truck operator.

One of his prized possessions is a fully restored
International D35 which incorporates some of the parts of
his original truck, a 1937 model that was found in ruin five
years ago, its chassis cut up and the cab sitting on its roof.

“I bought that truck in November 1949 for £500 and a
month later it was damaged by fire,” recalls Cec who was
19 at the time.“I was waiting in the wheat line at the silos
at Manildra when the cab caught fire. Must have been an

electrical
problem.

“It wasn’t a
real good start
for me in
trucking.
Anyway, I was
still able to
drive it.The
windscreen
had exploded
with the fire,
but I continued

Well mannered and quietly spoken, Frank Zagami seems entirely an ease in the high stress
environment that is trucking.

It’s not that he and wife Narelle don’t have some important decisions to make regarding their
business. Should they consolidate or continue to grow?

“We’ve bought 11 trucks in the last 12 months or so which is rapid growth for us,” Frank points
out.“The big decision now is whether to take up the opportunities to expand further.”

Frank and Narelle run their business from their home at Lakes Entrance in Victoria, and they have
15 trucks – shorthaul and linehaul – dedicated to various Toll divisions.

“The door of opportunity opened at Toll a couple of
years ago and we’re happy with the arrangement we
have with them,” says Frank.

In 1986 Frank Zagami took the plunge into the
owner-driver league at the age of 21. Having
completed his apprenticeship as a mechanic he bought
a second-hand International T-Line with a Cummins
NTC-300 and carted sawn timber from the Gippsland
region to Melbourne.

In the late 80s Frank started hauling paper and
general freight interstate with a Kenworth K100E, and
then in 1994 – after marrying Narelle – he bought a

Kenworth T950 powered by a Cummins N14-500.A driver was employed for the truck in 1996
at which time Frank bought a workshop which he ran with cousin Joe until a couple of years ago.

Along the way Frank and Narelle put their first trucks to work with Toll.

Today, the FJ & NJ Zagami fleet of 15 trucks comprises 12 prime movers and three rigids.Three

Kenworth K104s have Cummins
Signature 580 power as does a
Freightliner Argosy.A fourth
Kenworth cab-over has a
Cummins N14-525.Three
Kenworth T350 prime movers
have Cummins ISM engines rated
at 400 hp as does a Sterling.

Frank became a committed Cummins
man after buying a Signature 600 in 1999.
“That was one of the early Signature engines and gave us some drama,” says Frank,“but Cummins
were terrific the way they looked after us.

“Since then we’ve bought more Cummins engines – Signatures and ISMs – and the service
support has been unreal.As a small fleet operator I know we wouldn’t get this level of support
from the other engine manufacturers.”

In the Zagami fleet the Signature is certainly living up to its reputation as the industry leader in
fuel economy.

“We’ve got a Signature and a C15 doing a B-double shuttle on the Hume Highway – both are in
K104 Kenworths – but the C15 is no better on fuel despite the fact it does the easy section
between Melbourne and Holbrook while the Signature does the hills between Holbrook and
Sydney,” Frank points out.

When talking to Frank and Narelle at their home in Lakes Entrance, it’s obvious their future will
be guided by commonsense and hardwork. There are no elaborate plans or hopes, just the
simple realisation that there’s only one way up – and that’s through providing the best customer
service.

A frank assessment

Frank Zagami and wife Narelle.

In the Zagami fleet working for Toll are three T350
Kenworths powered by Cummins ISM engines.

55 years ago still
a fresh memory
for Cecil Hayes

An International 3070 with a V903 Cummins then made its
appearance in the Hayes fleet, and by the mid-’80s a couple of
International S-Lines and a T-Line, all with 14-litre Cummins power,
were strutting their stuff.

The long relationship between Hayes and Cummins continued
through the ’90s and is just as strong today, as the 15-litre Signature
engine, capable of 600-plus-hp, makes its presence felt – a far cry
from the days when Cec had just 27.3 hp on tap.

Cec Hayes with his 1937 model International D35 and
a recent addition to the Hayes Livestock Transport
fleet, a Cummins Signature-powered Kenworth C501.

Cec Hayes’ first diesel
truck – an International

ABD184 with a Cummins
CF-160 engine.

Cec Hayes with Cummins area director Col Russell.
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When the Belvedere
Almonds business was mooted
several years ago, the decision
was made right from the outset
to install a state-of-the-art irrigation and monitoring system to
ensure premium almond quality.

The system, which incorporates three Cummins M11-350 engines
for pumping, is an example of how drip irrigation has advanced to
the point where it is now almost a science in itself.

Belvedere Almonds planted its first trees at Narrandera, NSW, in mid-2003, and will take its total orchard size to around 500
hectares when the 2005 planting is completed in July.

The first crop of almonds will be produced in 2006 with harvesting from the third leaf trees, and it is expected that yields of up to
3.2 tonnes per hectare will be achieved when the trees are mature.These will be shipped both to Australian customers and export
markets after final processing by Renmark-based Almondco Australia Ltd.

Booming prices for almonds and soaring international demand are seeing major growth in the number of orchards in Australia, and
Belvedere Almonds will be a part of this growth stage.

Drip irrigation was chosen by Belvedere Almonds to precisely
control moisture and fertiliser application within the sandy soil at its
Narrandera orchard and this is carefully monitored with Sentek soil
moisture probes.This involves the use of the latest soil moisture
technology in the form of Sentek Tri-Scan sensors which ensure that
soil moisture, fertiliser applications and salinity levels can be
continuously monitored to ensure optimal plant health and
protection of the environment.

The irrigation layout was designed by Yandilla Park/River Rain and is a
complete Netafim system that features automatic operation of
engines, pumps, valves and irrigation schedules.This system is
designed to pulse irrigate to ensure lateral movement of the water
and fertiliser to create a larger root zone than is possible using
conventional drip systems.

“We wanted the most efficient irrigation system available,” says
irrigation manager Jane Finch.“Controlling moisture within the soil is
critical. In temperatures of 40 degrees we have to be able to deliver
exactly the right amount of water to the trees at exactly the right
time.

“As the orchard develops and the tree production levels increase
we’ll need to be irrigating 12 to 14 hours a day in the hotter
periods.We just can’t afford to miss a day in the sandy soil because
we loose lateral spread and moisture which can be detrimental to
tree growth and the size of the nut.” 

Jane controls the irrigation system from her office at the pumping
station and can program potential strategies up to two weeks in
advance through Netafim’s Motorola controller, the IRRInet.The

continuous data  obtained by the TriScan sensors in the orchard is converted into graphical form to give her an up-to-the-minute
understanding of the moisture levels in the soil profile and ensure very accurate irrigation scheduling on a daily basis.

The three Cummins M11-350 engines at the heart of the pumping system are automatically controlled to provide a number of
features including reduced fuel costs.The cooling system developed for the engines also significantly lowers fuel usage.

Carl Haby, manager of Belvedere Almonds, has a background in both farming and trucking and says that Cummins was a 
front-runner for the pumping power from the outset.

Cummins’ ability to provide the right product along with
cooling and engine/pump packaging and technical support
were crucial factors.

“We wanted fuel efficiency, reliability and ease of service and
were confident that Cummins would provide the product to
meet these criteria,” Carl points out.“Cummins’ service
support through its Leeton and Wodonga branches was
another important factor.” 

Cummins Wodonga’s Adrian Melotto advised Belvedere
Almonds on engine and cooling system selection as well as
engine/pump packaging. He directed this packaging through to
its conclusion – the design of the fuel supply to each engine
and the mounting of the pumps to the engines in the pumping
station.

“We recommended heat exchanging rather than radiator cooling to help achieve better fuel economy,” says Adrian.“The result is a
reduction in fuel usage of around 25% because the engines aren’t running fans. Heat exchanging also provides more efficient cooling
because it is less affected by ambient temperature.” 

Cummins also initiated development of the Murphy control system that would allow the three mechanical M11 engines, each rated
at 350 hp, to work together and share the load for best fuel economy.

Macquarrie Corporation provided the Murphy iGuard, a highly intelligent auto start/stop controller.Three iGuard controllers
provide remote starting of engines, sequential starting of engines on demand, warm-up starting and cool-down stopping of engines,
regulation of engine rpm relative to pressure required, and load monitoring via fuel pressure so that as the load increases extra
engines are called up and as the load decreases the engines drop off.

The system also provides full service history and alarm alerts as well as GSM communication for remote fault signalling.

The end result is that the three engines constantly communicate with each other and work together to balance their rpm and
achieve best fuel economy while maintaining constant pressure in the water lines.As each engine comes online or offline, the load is
redistributed among the other engines.This also ensures that no one engine has excessive usage.

Belvedere Almonds has committed to a further three Cummins M11-350 engines as a second pumping station is now in the
planning stage as part of the orchard development.

Belvedere is nuts about
Cummins

Belvedere’s first crop of almonds will be produced in 2006.

The Cummins M11 engines have heat exchanger rather than
radiator cooling to help achieve better fuel economy.

Brian Cockayne doesn’t like radiator cooling – in any hot
region.

“I refuse to set up diesel engines with radiators because of
the higher running costs,” says the principal of Combined
Agricultural Machinery, the Cummins dealer in the rural
town of Deniliquin in south-western NSW.

“Radiators are borderline in terms of efficiency on a hot day,
and the result is higher fuel costs.”

Brian sells Cummins engines into pumping applications in
agriculture and for the last eight years or so has been
specifying – without exception – heat exchanger 
(water-to-water) cooling.

“Heat exchanging is far more efficient than radiator cooling
in high ambient temperatures, and our rule of thumb is that
it saves up to 25% in fuel usage because the engines aren’t
running fans,” Brian points out.

“We’ve accurately monitored fuel consumption, testing a 
B-series Cummins engine with radiator cooling and then heat
exchanging.The result was a reduction in fuel use from 26 to
19 litres an hour.

“Early on we did use radiators but since then we’ve
converted most of these to heat exchanger cooling.We build
our own heat exchangers to ensure quality for all irrigation
engine applications,” Brian adds.

Brian and his wife Pat along with Peter Moon started
Combined Agricultural Machinery in the late 1980s and have
represented Cummins since 1992.They provide the engine,
cooling system, pump and controls as a complete package.

“The B-series Cummins is very popular in pumping
applications,” Brian points out.“It’s virtually bullet-proof and
typically we set it up with a pumping capability of around 20
megalitres (20 million litres) in a 24-hour period.”

Brian has developed and installed heat exchangers used on a
wide range of Cummins engines from the B3.3 (65 hp)
through to the N14 (475 hp).

Brian’s proud of his relationship with Cummins.“Cummins’
service support is second to none,” he says.

Belvedere Almonds’ manager Carl Haby (left) with irrigation
manager Jane Finch. Haby says Cummins’ ability to provide
the right product along with cooling and engine/pump
packaging and technical support were critical factors in the
choice of the M11.

Belvedere Almonds’ irrigation system features automatic
control of the engines, pumps, valves and irrigation
schedules.

Brian keeps
his cool on 
a hot topic

Brian Cockayne (left) with Cummins Wodonga sales
manager Adrian Melotto.
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New Zealander Wayne McLaughlin makes no attempt to
hide the reason why he and wife Diane and their children
Scott and Samantha moved across the Tasman to become
part of the Australian trucking industry.

“We got despondent with the government and the transport
industry in New Zealand,” he says simply.

Wayne and Diane have been operating trucks in Australia

since January 2003, although it was 18 months earlier in
November 2001 that the seeds were first sowed for their
move across the Tasman.

“I came over to Australia to buy a trailer for Roadways, the
company we started in New Zealand, and happened to meet
up with Ashley Osbourne who owned trucks carting animal
feed out of a mill in Melbourne,” Wayne explains.

“Ashley indicated he wanted to sell the business and things
developed from there. Eighteen months later we were in
Melbourne ready to go although Diane wasn’t too happy
about the move because we’d just built our dream home at
Hamilton in New Zealand.

“Our first 12 months or so in Australia were pretty tough. I
got meningitis and was off work for six weeks, and the trucks
we inherited were pretty run-down.

“We were very lucky we had great staff and a very
understanding mill manager who all got behind Diane and
kept the place going,” says Wayne.

“We’d only had the business three days when one of the
trucks, a Louisville, stopped on the Westgate Bridge with a fan
clutch problem.This blocked one lane of the freeway at peak

traffic time.We didn’t have an account with Cummins, but
Cummins got us going again quickly after one phone call and
the help of Steve Wraith who I knew from New Zealand.We
really appreciated that.”

Today,Wayne and Diane run nine trucks, two of which work
for Cootes Tanker Service hauling fuel and bitumen. Four
trucks in the fleet have Cummins ISX 500 engines with peak

torque of 1850 lb ft.These units are in
Kenworth T404s pulling pneumatic
tankers.

A Kenworth K104 Aerodyne with a
Cummins Signature 580 is also part of
the fleet and it pulls a 19-metre
pneumatic tanker B-double.A new
Kenworth is on order with a Signature
580.

“The service and support we get from
Cummins Laverton (Melbourne) is
unreal,” Wayne asserts.“We’re only a
small fleet but we’re treated like we have
a hundred trucks.With the customer
support, service level and warranty we
get from Cummins why would we
consider anything else?” Wayne asks.

The ISX 500 engines are impressing in no
small way, demonstrating fuel economy and performance that
are clearly superior to a couple of C12 Cats doing the same
pneumatic tanker work from Melbourne into country
Victoria.

“The ISXs are averaging 1.86 to 1.9 km/litre which includes
pumping time of 225 minutes a day coupled to 19-metre 
B-doubles whereas the Cats are pumping only 150 minutes a
day and are typically doing 1.78 to 1.8 km/litre towing triaxle
tankers,” Wayne points out.

Looking back on his years in the New Zealand trucking
industry,Wayne tells an interesting story of the various trucks
he owned and the company – Roadways New Zealand – he
and Diane established in 1996.

It was perhaps inevitable that the young Wayne McLaughlin
would find his way into the cab of a truck.“Trucking was in
my blood,” he says.“My parents (Bob and Imelda) had trucks
– Bedfords and Austins – for a number of years.They did
general cartage and fertiliser spreading.

“When I left school I did an apprenticeship as a cabinet
maker, but as soon as I finished the apprenticeship in 1980 I
started driving trucks.

“I bought my first truck, a brand new ERF with a Cummins
NTC-370, in 1987 and carted refrigerated product for Yoplait,
pulling a B-double.”

Wayne had five more trucks in the next eight years 
– a couple of Macks, a couple of Kenworths as well as a 
Volvo – before a bad accident in 1995 in which he fell off a
tanker forced him to have major back surgery and take a year
off work.

Wayne and Diane started Roadways in 1996 and within 
12 months had built the business up to 12 trucks.

“We converted a bedroom in our home to an office and we
secured 10-year contracts with both Burger King and Tip Top
bread,” Wayne recalls.“We had 17 staff but we couldn’t fund
the growth and sold the business to Paddy Smith.”

Wayne continued working for Roadways until the business
opportunity in Australia beckoned in 2003. Now operating as
Roadways Australia, he and Diane are committed to
immaculate presentation of their equipment and a high level
of customer service.They’re quick to acknowledge their
drivers for their role in ensuring the stability of the business.
“We’ve got a top bunch of guys working for us here,” says
Wayne with a definite tone of pride.

Listening to remediation specialist Rod Campbell talk about his business gives you the distinct
impression he has had to become skilled in numerous fields including geology, hydrology,
chemistry, microbiology, and toxicology.

Based in Melbourne, Rod operates Remediation Technologies Australia, a business that it based
around his semi-trailer on which is mounted a maze of pipes, pumps and tanks as well as a
refrigeration plant and Cummins generator set.

“We work with consultants to provide a
remediation service up and down the
eastern seaboard,” Rod explains.“It’s a
recognised process that keeps service
stations environmentally clean.”

The remediation process basically involves
keeping the soil and groundwater at
service station sites free from
contamination. In simple terms, Rod uses 
a high vacuum extraction process where
vacuum is applied to the soil to pull
contaminants to the surface as a vapour 
or liquid.

At the heart of the system is a Cummins genset supplied by
Generator Sales Australia of Melbourne. It has a prime rating
of 112 kVA and is mounted on Rod’s semi-trailer in an
acoustic container which keeps noise level below 65 dBA.

The genset powers two vacuum pumps plus the refrigeration
system compressor.The refrigeration is used to condense
the vapour stream during the extraction process to reduce
emissions to the air, and it also provides cooling to the
vacuum pumps.

Additionally, the genset powers large blowers that extract
contaminants from soil stockpiles enabling the re-use of the
soil and its placement back into the excavation without the
cost of it having to be disposed of at approved landfills.

“The Cummins genset is a lot more efficient than I thought it
would be,” says Rod.“I’d planned to be spending $150 a day on
fuel, but the figure is actually around $70 for eight to nine
hours’ running.”

Anyone requiring a remediation service can contact Rod Campbell on 0414 362 525.

Kiwis cross the ditch 
for a new business pitch

Wayne and Diane McLaughlin… after inheriting a run-down
fleet in Melbourne have upgraded the business significantly.

Cummins ISX 500 engines in Kenworth T404s are impressing
with their fuel efficiency and performance.

One of Wayne McLaughlin’s first trucks in NZ was this
Mack Super-Liner carting refrigerated product for
Yoplait.

A Cummins generator powers key components
during the remediation process.

Rod Campbell…operates a
business that helps keeps service
stations environmentally clean.

Rod’s right up with remediation
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A new state-of-the-art power station has been built
by Cummins Power Generation at Angaston in SA’s
Barossa Valley to ease fears over power supply during the
hot summer months.

The low-emissions 40 megawatt power station, which
features 24 Cummins QSK60 generator sets, is also being
operated by Cummins for an electricity market trader.

Construction of the Angaston power station comes at a
time when there is concern over power generation
capacity to meet reserve margin limits.

South Australia’s planning authority, the Electricity Supply
Industry Planning Council (ESIPC), has forecast that in
future summers there will be insufficient capacity to meet
peak demand in the combined South Australia-Victoria
region. In response to this requirement, Cummins 
fast-tracked the Angaston project to ensure the power
station would be operational during the 2004-2005
summer.

ESIPC states that investment in efficient power
generation is essential to satisfy the ongoing growth in
demand for electricity.

“The Angaston power station does not operate
continuously,” says Tony Blaubaum, general manager of
Cummins South Pacific’s Energy Solutions Business.“It is a
peaking plant that typically operates during periods of
high power demand.

“A key feature is the speed with which it can be
deployed.The plant is unmanned but its
sophisticated control system allows the
generators to start automatically within two
minutes to meet any electricity shortfalls.”

The plant supplies this electricity to the main
grid through ETSA Utilities’ Angaston substation,
and it also augments the power network in the
Barossa Valley.

The power station has advanced environmental
features to ensure emissions and noise are at a
minimum. In fact, emissions at ground level are
below stringent Australian environmental
standards proposed for 2008.

These ultra-low emissions are achieved using
selective catalytic reduction (SCR) technology
where urea is used to convert oxides of
nitrogen (NOx) emissions into nitrogen (a
normal component of air) and water.

The generators are housed in two acoustic
buildings designed to minimise noise impact on
the environment.The noise level requirement is
45 dBA at the nearest residential property.

The Angaston plant is similar to the power
station built by Cummins in the Adelaide suburb
of Lonsdale in 2001.This station won a
prestigious award for environmental excellence
from the Institution of Engineers Australia.

The Angaston plant comprises 24 Cummins
QSK60 generator sets, each rated at 1.6 MW
and each with Cummins’ advanced
PowerCommand Control system for paralleling.
The generators operate at 415V and step up to
33 kV via 12 transformers.

The QSK60 generator set has established a
reputation worldwide as a class-leader in terms of fuel
efficiency, low emissions and low maintenance costs.

“The Angaston project timetable was one of the toughest
Cummins Power Generation has had to meet for a major
project,” says Tony Blaubaum.“Site works started in
September 2004 and the power station had to be
completed by December 31.

“We met this target thanks to the efforts of many Cummins
Power Generation people, starting at our manufacturing
facilities at Daventry and Ramsgate in the UK, and in
Singapore. In Australia, a team headed up by Anthony
Mitchell and Dave Sheldon put in a huge effort to get us
over the line.”

Power fears fuel new 
Cummins power station 

Cummins' Angaston power station in the Barossa Valley uses selective
catalytic reduction (SCR) technology to achieve ultra-low emissions.The
plant incorporates 24 Cummins QSK60 generator sets.

Jean Blackwell, Cummins Inc. CFO and Chief of Staff, inspected the new power station during a recent visit to Australia. She is
pictured with (from left): Steve Wraith, area director-Victoria/South Australia; Gino Butera, Cummins South Pacific managing
director;Anthony Mitchell, project manager; and Robert Holmes, Cummins Power Generation general manager.
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When Ray Graetz says his company, Coastal Transport
Services, is diverse, he’s perhaps understating the nature of
a business he has built up over 20 years.

“We carry all sorts of stuff,” he says, discussing the fleet of
40 trucks – both subbie and company-owned – that
currently performs Coastal Transport Services’ freight task.

But it’s a development now underway that is shaping as the
most significant in the NSW company’s history, as it
prepares to play a key role in Woolworths’ supply chain
business.

Coastal Transport Services’ strategic new headquarters and
logistics facility at Warnervale on the NSW central coast is
adjacent to a retail distribution centre (RDC) that is
currently under construction for Woolworths.This RDC
will become the retailer’s biggest in NSW.

Ray Graetz calls his facility the Warnervale Distribution
Centre, and he makes no secret of the fact he wants to
help the retailer achieve its supply chain goals.

“Our new centre offers warehousing capacity for up to
1500 pallets as well as facilities for container unloading,
distribution, logistics, cross-docking and consolidation
operations,” Ray points out.

“It is ideally located for the pre-consolidation of freight and
sequencing of full truck loads into Woolies’ RDC.”

Coastal Transport Services’ Warnervale centre offers other
important features, including a public weighbridge and truck
washing facility.

The automatic truck wash can accommodate B-doubles and
is open 16 hours a day, seven days a week, while the
weighbridge is open 24 hours a day for smartcard users. It

“We’ve had a
long
involvement
with
International
and Cummins,”
Ray points out.
“Our standard
and very
successful
workhorse for
a number of
years was the
International S-Line with the Cummins M11. In fact, we still
have a couple of S-Lines in service.”

The fleet, which includes 10 crane trucks, operates mainly
on an intrastate basis and hauls everything from concrete
floor beams for Ultrafloor – the company’s biggest
customer – to non-hazardous liquids.All the trucks have
GPS to monitor their operation and location and also
provide driver messaging.

Coastal Transport Services’ general manager Ross Coleman
confirms that several more International Eagles will come
into the fleet in the near future.

“The opinion of our drivers is important when we’re
considering new trucks, and they’re very impressed with the
Eagle,” he says.

Alan Rose has been piloting the Cummins ISX-powered
Eagle since day one and says its comfort and performance
are the stand-out aspects.“The ISX is very impressive the
way it maintains a high average speed, and I certainly feel
refreshed after a day in the Eagle,” he points out.

The ISX has also confirmed its reputation for fuel efficiency,
averaging 2.4 km/litre on a variety of work, pulling flat-top
and curtainside trailers.

Greg Rose is a subbie for Wickham Freightlines, the well-
known fleet that had its origins in the early 1960s at Killarney
in Queensland and is today based at Warwick.

Greg has been piloting a Generation II Cummins Signature 620
in a Kenworth T604 since late 2003.“Love the engine, love the
truck,” he says emphatically.

He appreciates the fact he’s treated as an integral part of the
Wickham operation and so adheres to the principle that loyalty
received is deserving of loyalty in return.

“I take pride in what I do and who I work for,” he says.
“Wickhams want the job done right and they want their gear
to look immaculate, and I have to meet their benchmarks.”  

Greg, 44, operates as GK Rose & Sons, and has
wife Karen and sons Dale,Adam,Todd and
Ashley supporting him from home base in
Warwick.

By early 2005 his Signature 620 had done
350,000 km and he was quick to acknowledge
its reliability and potent performance.

“The Signature certainly produces a bit of
horsepower,” he says with a smile,“and the
engine brake is terrific.

“I had an N14-525 previously and thought it
went well.Then I got the Signature 620.The difference between
the two engines is huge, but I’m not going to knock the N14
because it made me money.”

Greg’s fuel records show the Signature 620 running between
1.98 and 2.12 km/litre – mainly on the New England and
Newell Highways – and he rates this as good economy
considering the immense tractive effort generated by the 
15-litre Cummins. Greg has his Signature running through an
18-speed box to 3.9:1 rears.

“I’m still in high range going up the Moonbis at maximum
weight whereas I had to get back into low range with the
N14,” he points out, referring to the notoriously steep Moonbi
Ranges on the New England Highway.

On leaving school Greg didn’t get into trucks straight away. He

worked on farms for a few years and gained his first
experience with big bore diesel power, driving a V903 Cummins
in a Versatile tractor.

He embarked on first interstate driving job was in 1981, and
then in 1986 bought his first truck, a 1970s International
Transtar 4200 with a two-stroke Detroit.A couple of years
later he acquired an International S-Line with a Cummins
Formula 350 engine.“That was a ridiculously good truck, but I
had an accident and it was written off,” he recalls.

Greg secured a job driving for Wickhams in 1994 and then in
2001 bought his own truck, a T601 Kenworth with a Cummins
N14 525, to become a subbie with the company.

“I like the back-up from Cummins,” says Greg.“I deal through
Wetherill Park (Sydney) and nothing’s a drama for guys like
Jason Axisa and Peter Mustone.”

Rose on a roll with
top-power Signature

Greg Rose’s Kenworth outside Wickham Freightlines’ unique head office complex in
Warwick.The building is designed to look like a Kenworth cab.

Coastal Transport Services’ owner Ray Graetz (right) with
general manager Ross Coleman.

Cummins ISX-powered International Eagle is
impressing with its performance and driver comfort.

Greg Rose… “I like the back-up from Cummins…nothing’s a drama.”

Riding the
coastal wave

is a four-platform B-double weighbridge, and a forklift is
available to adjust overloaded trucks.

While Ray Graetz has a long involvement in the region’s
transport industry, he was far removed from it at the start
of his work career. He was a policeman in South Australia
for five years before he joined the Army, became a captain,
and served in Vietnam.

After an Army career lasting seven years he became
involved in furniture retailing in Sydney and then started out
in a taxi truck business. In 1978 Ray took over the
management of Toukley Transport Services on the NSW
central coast and in 1986 started Coastal Transport
Services.

In 1998 his company became TruckSafe accredited and in
2002 was named Master Carrier of the Year by the NSW
Road Transport Association.

Today, around half of the 40 trucks involved in Coastal
Transport Services’ haulage are company-owned, and the
fleet is spearheaded by a 2004 model International Eagle
9200 powered by a Cummins ISX 475.

Coastal Transport Services’ new facility at Warnervale is a
distribution centre with other features such as a truck wash
and public weighbridge.The photo shows the International
Eagle entering the truck wash.
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Having seen examples of Bill Upfold’s design expertise I
was surprised when I met the man himself. I didn’t anticipate
the unassuming, almost shy, person who has become one of
New Zealand’s standout boat designers.

Perhaps I was expecting some flamboyance in Upfold in view
of his luxury motor yacht designs.You only have to glance at
his latest creation, the Cummins-powered Antipodes, to see
what I mean.

Bill Upfold specialises in the design of mid-size luxury motor
yachts, 60 per cent of which have Cummins power. He
currently has nine projects on the go in the 12.2 to
19.8-metre (40 to 65 ft) range.

The mid-pilothouse format is an Upfold favourite in that it
keeps overall vessel profile low.

The 18-metre Antipodes is a mid-pilothouse design and is the
result of a close working collaboration between Upfold and
Lloyd Stevenson, one of New Zealand’s best known boat
builders.

Propelled by a pair of 635 hp Cummins QSM11 engines,
Antipodes was featured in a recent issue of Pacific Motor
Yacht magazine in which editor Barry Thompson wrote
under the heading ‘Pure Perfection’:“From the moment I
stepped aboard (Antipodes), my expectations were exceeded
by the reality of a vessel that by anyone’s standards would be
a privilege to own.

”Antipodes is certainly a superb example of the combined
talents of Bill Upfold and Lloyd Stevenson Boatbuilders and
anything that follows would have to be exceptional to better it.”

Upfold’s design brief for Antipodes was clear, as
he explains:“The owner came to me with some
reasonably serious ideas about what he wanted
and my task was to incorporate those, along with
my own concepts, into a clearly personalised and
luxurious package.”

The owner made another request:The vessel had
to be up to the same standard in exceptional
finish as the very best vessels from Italy or
England.

“We knew we could do something as good, but in
our own minds we would produce a vessel that
was simply better, much better,” says Upfold.

He describes the performance of the Cummins
QSM11 engines in Antipodes as “exceptional”.

“They produced slightly more power than expected which
meant we could add more pitch to the propellers to increase
the vessel’s performance,” he points out.

Bill Upfold is a boat builder by trade, having served his
apprenticeship with John Lidgard Yachts in Auckland from
1977 to 1981. It was there that he was also taught the basics
of boat design.

After completing his apprenticeship, Bill built Samurai – a 45ft
cruiser – for his father, and it was one of the first boats in
New Zealand to have Cummins VT555 power.

In 1984 Bill established Elite Marine Boatbuilders to produce
his own designs. He built Emperor, a 47ft cruiser, and it too
had twin Cummins VT555 engines rated at 320 hp.

“These two boats gave me my break,” Bill reflects today.

As the demand for Upfold-designed boats grew, Bill started
contracting out his boatbuilding to selected companies that
were capable of producing the same level of quality as Elite
Marine.

“I was able to concentrate on designing and have been busy
at it ever since,” he says.

All of Bill’s designs are today marketed under the ‘Elite’ brand
name and his  business is now known as Bill Upfold Power
Boat Design.

Graham Pelham is part of New Zealand’s
proud heritage of boat building, having been
involved in the industry for 48 years.

He remembers building 800 boats in just two
years in the 1970s.

“They were fibreglass dinghies.There was a gap in
the market and I went for it. I had four guys
building them,” recalls Pelham.

Today, the Auckland-based Pelham is a designer-
builder of launches and still shows great
enthusiasm for his craft. He started his
apprenticeship in 1957 building clinker boats, and
in 1971 established Pelham Boats.

“I used to build other people’s designs but today I
build mainly my own,” he says.

His specialty is custom-built launches
in the 8.0-metre-plus range, and they
are wooden construction in
conventional boat building style.The
largest he has built is a $330,000,
12-metre launch.

Graham Pelham put his first
Cummins engine – a B-series – in a
launch 10 years ago, and client
testimonials have since supported his
preference for the brand.

“Cummins is my first choice if I have to recommend an engine,” says.“A boat is a hell of an
investment so the engine specification is very important. I had one client who didn’t listen to
me and he has regretted it ever since. His boat doesn’t perform.

“You need the grunt and the fuel economy.With a Cummins you can run it at three-quarter
throttle and get both the performance and economy,” he says.

Boats to 
boast about

Antipodes is a personalised and luxurious package.

Bill Upfold (right) with well known New Zealand boat builder Lloyd Stevenson.

Performance of the Cummins QSM11
engines in Antipodes is described by
Bill Upfold as "exceptional".
(Photo courtesy of Pacific Motor Yacht magazine.)

Proud Pelham powers on

Graham Pelham… “Cummins is my first
choice if I have to recommend an engine.”
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Bunbury branch manager
Paul Cogan,34, is the new branch manager at Cummins

Bunbury in WA.

Paul began his career with Cummins in 1989 as an apprentice at
the Perth branch. He transferred to Cummins Kalgoorlie in
1994 to work in field service and then became field
service/workshop coordinator. In 1998 he was appointed parts
manager for Cummins Kalgoorlie.

Paul moved to Bunbury in 2003 to work for Skipper Trucks as
parts manager, and he returned to Cummins in 2004 to become
responsible for parts, service and new equipment sales.

Frank Caddy’s recently published book highlighting 50 years of Cummins’ involvement in
Western Australia has been warmly acknowledged by one of the state’s industrial pioneers 
Sir Charles Court.

The book – Moving Forward, Looking Back – was published
late last year while Frank was recuperating from major
surgery. Frank retired in 1997 after many years with
Cummins, most of them in WA.

Sir Charles Court, now 93, spent 29 years in Western
Australia’s Parliament and was Premier from 1974-82. Prior
to becoming Premier he was Minister for Industrial
Development.

“You have certainly given a clear picture of the challenges
that had to be met by people like yourselves who were
trying to provide the facilities for the great development of
the major enterprises under construction and their
operations in remote areas,” Sir Charles said in a letter to
Frank Caddy.

“You had to be initiators and
risk takers to meet the challenges
often in unbelievably inadequate
local circumstances so far as
infrastructure and technical
experience were concerned.

“People often forget about the army of people and enterprises like yours that made the great
breakthrough possible.”

Frank Caddy started with Blackwood Hodge in 1965 as Cummins service manager for WA, and
then moved to Sydney in 1970 to become national service manager. He moved back to the west
in 1973 to become state manager, a position he held through to his retirement in 1997.

“Frank’s book is a great read,” says current Cummins WA area director Arno Vidoni.“It’s written
not only for Cummins people but also anyone who is interested in, or who has been involved in,
the development of Western Australia.”

Frank Caddy (4th from left) at the launch of his book.With
him, from left, are: (the figures in brackets are years of

service with Cummins): Mick Webb (7), Charley Stephen
(22), Don Hutchinson (37), Roy Corke (27), George Burns

(23), Max McDermott (31) and John Beale (13).

Recognition for
Caddy’s chronicles

Prominent New Zealand transport
operator Bill Richardson passed away
in March at the age of 64.

Bill’s passion for the transport industry
extended to his private museum in
Invercargill – a fabulous collection of
more than 150 trucks and numerous
other treasures.

He was the keeper of an early 1920s
Cummins Model F (two-cylinder) engine
that Cummins Inc in the US donated to
the museum in 2002.

In business Bill Richardson was principal
of the family-owned HW Richardson
group which had its origins in 1916

when Bill’s grandfather Robert
established R Richardson Ltd.

The Southland-based group’s haulage and
readymix concrete empire has over
1,000 employees and an annual turnover
of around NZ$400 million. It operates
several hundred Cummins engines
throughout the country.

Bill Richardson’s life was testament to
the fact that a multi-millionaire can be an
ordinary bloke,The Southland Times said
in an editorial. Bill embodied bedrock
values, but he was special because those
bedrock values were so close to the
surface.

In 2000 Bill published a hugely popular
autobiography called Wheels & Deals in
which the bedrock emerges early:“I was
blessed to be born into a family that,
first and foremost, cared about being a
family.The
advantages
that flow
from that
can’t be
calculated.”

Cummins Inc. reported record sales and earnings for 2004,
fuelled by strength across all business units and in most market
segments.

For all of 2004, Cummins posted sales of US$8.44 billion, a 34%
increase from US$6.30 billion in 2003. Earnings before interest
and taxes (EBIT) were US$545 million, three times the US$181
million the company earned in 2003.

For the full year, Cummins reported net income of US$350
million, or US$7.39 per share on a diluted basis. By comparison,
the company recorded net income of US$50 million, or US$1.27
a share in 2003.

“The company ended its best year ever with a strong fourth
quarter that saw all our business units report record sales,” said
Cummins chairman and chief executive officer Tim Solso.“The
industry faced a number of obstacles during the year, but our
people rose to the challenge and executed well.As a result, we
continued to grow our business around the world and have
positioned ourselves for an even better 2005.”

Cummins Inc has been named the top US
corporate citizen by Business Ethics magazine.

Cummins was chosen from among the 1000
largest US public companies for the award
which recognises commitment to total
corporate social responsibility.

Now in its 6th year, the ‘100 Best’ list has
become a closely-watched indicator of best
practices in corporate America.

Companies are assessed across eight
categories – total return to shareholders,
employees, diversity, governance, environment,

human rights, products and community
involvement – to arrive at the list of the top
100 corporate citizens.

Cummins is one of only 19 companies to have
been named in the list every year since its
inception.

In its story on the best corporate citizens,
Business Ethics magazine cited Cummins’
significantly improved financial performance,
itrs commitment to emissions reduction and
its corporate social responsibility efforts
around the world.

Cummins named
‘Best Corporate Citizen’

Cuss takes the lead 
in South Pacific service

Richard Cuss has been appointed general
manager of service operations for Cummins
South Pacific.

He replaces Bob Walker who is now based at
Cummins Brisbane as Powercare sales director
for Queensland.

Richard joined Cummins 23 years ago as an
apprentice mechanic at the Wodonga branch. He
went on to gain experience in field service,
workshop management and warranty
management across a number of Cummins
branches, including Lae in Papua New Guinea and
Alberta in Canada.

In 1999 he moved to
Melbourne to take on
national service roles.

“Richard’s extensive
experience and
knowledge of all
Cummins service
operations and
procedures makes him
well suited to the
important role of
general manager of service
operations,” says Gino
Butera, managing director 
of Cummins South Pacific.

Cummins’
record results in ’04

Paul Cogan

Richard Cuss

Bill Richardson embodied bedrock values
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Comment by Gino Butera, Managing Director - Cummins South Pacific

CumminsCommentary Staff Milestonesfocus
January
5 years Grant Fisher (Wetherill Park), Shane Randall (Wetherill Park),

Mathew Anthony (Newcastle), Michael Karafilis (Muswellbrook),
Andrew Hemphill (Queanbeyan), Craig Wilkins (Wetherill Park),
Dean Sticklen (Townsville), Luke Adie (Brisbane), Neil Bird
(Brisbane), Owen Trew (Perth), Chris Chapman (Perth), Stephen
Savodelli (Kalgoorlie), Daniel Trousdell (Karratha), Scott Wolfenden
(Perth), Isikeli Goli (PNG), Batake Iama-Rawali (PNG), Corey
Impelmans (Darwin), Rebecca Kiss (Laverton), Brenton Stewart
(Campbellfield), Mathew Slee (Laverton), Malcolm Branson (Swan
Hill),Todd Hagenmuller (Dandenong).

10 years Luke Cefai (Wetherill Park), Rhett Eede (Scoresby), Robert
Langford (Scoresby), Nathan Gambold (Brisbane)

15 years Jason Axisa (Wetherill Park), Gavin Fisher (Scoresby), Carol Ross
(Brisbane), Justin Doran (Adelaide), Nathan Rann (Perth), Margaret
Roos (Wodonga), Bruno Cardamone (Campbellfield), David Steele
(Laverton), Mark Polanske (Campbellfield)

20 years Andrew Lawrence (Adelaide), Robert Eddington (PNG), Peter Betts
(PNG)

25 years David Paddison (Tamworth), Russell Slocomb (Laverton)

30 years Rob Sweeney (Wetherill Park)

February
5 years Cliff Hobbs (Wetherill Park),Terry Larkin (Wetherill Park), David

Hearne (Tamworth),Anthony Mitchell (Scoresby), Bradley Martin
(Cairns), Jeffrey Evans (Brisbane), Joshua Pens (Adelaide), David
Nunan (Adelaide), Nick Gorgievski (Laverton),Adam Ferrara
(Laverton).

10 years Gregory Phillips (Cairns),Travis Fatchen (Mt Gambier)

15 years Thanh Tran (Scoresby), Darrell Gibbs (Mackay), Lillian Marshall
(Mackay), Christopher Slack (Perth)

20 years Gwynn Spicer (Brisbane), Noel Duce (Brisbane), David Stancombe
(Laverton)

25 years John Bloomer (Grafton)

30 years Gary Piper (Brisbane)

35 years Robert Goodrick (Mackay), Brian Doyle (Brisbane)

March
5 years Brian Carne (Scoresby), Laurence Kennedy (Adelaide), Stephanie

Bita (PNG), Danny Daniels (PNG), Steven Hill (Wodonga), David
Farrell (Wodonga)

15 years David Fletcher (Scoresby), John Griffiths (Laverton)

April
5 years Don Hummell (Wetherill Park), Peter Ryan (Grafton),Wendy

Fulwood (Tamworth), Jenna Harris (Palmerston North), Judit Bathy
(Scoresby), Zhang Yiding (Scoresby), Mark McRae (Adelaide),
Michael Brown (CBM),Wade Romeyn (Karratha)

10 years Judy Minette (Scoresby), Lora Capobianco (Scoresby), David Pratt
(Devonport)

15 years Nicola Pagnozzi (Perth)

20 years Thomas Billman (Mackay), Ian Ross (Brisbane)

May
5 years Damien Mercieca (Wetherill Park), Deb McClure (Scoresby),Venkat

Bommakanti (Scoresby), Lisa Makris (Scoresby), Christine La Rive
(Scoresby), Jason Linke (Adelaide),Timothy Bonney (Devonport)

10 years Ron Szulc (Scoresby), Elyse Marshall (Perth)

15 years Col Kerrison (Newcastle)

20 years Graham Russell (Adelaide)

25 years Paul Martin (Brisbane)

June
5 years Russell Neilsen (Scoresby), Gorgi Gruevski (Laverton)

10 years Steven Blakeney (Adelaide), Justin Seaman (Mt Gambier)

15 years Desmond Otto (Scoresby)

20 years Barrie Harbour (Scoresby), Greig Renton (Scoresby), Brian Leeder
(Perth).

25 years Graham Costelloe (Tamworth)

2005

In this issue of Cummins Commentary I would like to share with you my view on “doing things
better” within Cummins South Pacific.

To me doing things better implies the need for change and effective management of that
change, to succeed. In implementing change we must first understand the true need for it.
Every organisation has limited resources - people, time, assets and cash, so it is critical that
these be applied to the areas of greatest need. It is important for all organisations to go through
a robust and structured strategic annual review, to align with a long term strategic vision.

This is important for Cummins South Pacific because of the numerous markets we support
in our wide geographic territory.We are the world’s leading independent diesel engine
manufacturer, with annual sales of over US$8 billion. In this region we deliver engines,
generators, parts and service to 29 different markets such as trucking, marine, mining,
construction, power generation, rail and defence. Our strategic planning process allows us to
determine which markets provide the greatest opportunity to meet our overall business
objectives.This is fundamental to “doing things better”.

Within Cummins we have four business objectives that are linked to everything we do.We
live by the principle that if a task or project is not linked to one of these objectives then we
don’t do it. Our four objectives are:
1. To be the best customer support provider in the markets and territories we serve

2. To achieve financial performance targets and stability

3. To achieve financial growth , and 

4. To recruit, develop and retain effective and capable people within the best organisational structure

Firstly, providing world’s best customer service is the key to our success. Every customer is
important to Cummins.Winning new customers is expensive, so keeping customers satisfied by
exceeding their expectations is a key business imperative.

Organisational culture is also important. It is simply a reflection of the people within it, how
they are measured and the daily decisions they make.At Cummins our cultural focus is the
relentless drive towards customer focus.

As a diesel engine supplier in this region our specifications, design and manufacture are done
off shore. Local product improvement requires strong local customer engineering capabilities in
application configuration, knowledge and skills, design, quality assurance, competitive pricing and
delivery on time, every time.At Cummins South Pacific, this is one of our strengths.

On our fourth business objective, it has been said that the strength of an organisation is its
people and I believe this to be true.You get the best performance from the best people, in the
right jobs under the right structure. Organisational structures must be flexible and quick to
change, to meet the changing needs of markets and customers.

Workforce diversity is also important – not only in terms of gender but all representative
groups. Diversity is a business advantage and a social responsibility.At the same time we are a
more attractive employer to a wide range of talented people. Our inclusive culture also benefits
our customers, through greater problem solving ability, innovation and improved team
structures and dynamics.

In summary Cummins is always improving.We cannot and will not be complacent.We must
always continue to raise the bar and push for continuous improvement in everything we do. I
am pleased that we have developed as business partners in providing superior solutions to all
our customers.

Regards,
Gino Butera.

January to June



Around $300,000 worth of donated equipment, including a fully operational Cummins
Signature engine, has been handed over to TAFE for the training of heavy vehicle apprentices in
South Australia’s Mt Gambier region.

The donations came from local transport companies and equipment suppliers who are working
together to find solutions to the skills shortage plaguing the region.

Donated items included engines, transmissions, differentials, turbochargers, alternators, starter
motors, a sectioned trailer, a forestry skidder and financial and labour contributions.

The project was the initiative of the Transport Industry Operators Group (TIOG) which is
keen to invest in local youth
as the future of the industry.
The group was formed early
in 2004 when local
employers met to discuss
ways to improve the training
focus for apprentices.

Out of the meeting came
the recommendation to
push for the return of 2nd
and 3rd year apprentice
training to the region which
has now been achieved.

TIOG committee member
and Cummins Mt Gambier
branch manager Leigh
Newton said the region was

already suffering from a
lack of skilled technicians
and that projected industry
growth would cause even
greater demand for
technicians.

“We are suffering now but
where will we be in a few
years if we don’t do
something?” he asked.

Leigh Newton said the task
now was to market the
industry to school leavers.

“There’s a perception in
the community that the
only avenue to success is to
go to university and get a
degree,” he said.

“The next step is for TAFE SA to deliver the training, local industry to take on apprentices, and
TIOG to get out and promote the transport industry as a viable career alternative in our
schools.”

South Australia’s Minister for Employment,Training & Further Education Stephanie Key said the
project was an “inspiring example” of community collaboration.

The fully operational Signature training engine was built at the Cummins Mt Gambier branch by
apprentices headed up by Steve Kenny.
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There are plenty of career opportunities
for diesel technicians within Cummins’
network of 37 branches in the South Pacific,
says Kyla Lim, HR manager for Cummins
South Pacific.

“Cummins’ wholly-owned branch network
gives Cummins diesel technicians a definite
advantage over other technicians in the
industry,” she says.“Not only are there plenty
of career opportunities, there is also the
potential for technicians to earn big dollars,
especially if they’re prepared to travel or work
in remote areas such as mine sites.

“A career at Cummins can be extremely
varied, including work in the construction,
agriculture, marine, trucking, and high
horsepower mining industries.

“Anyone starting out as a technician with
Cummins gets an extensive grounding in the
grassroots of the business followed by
advancement opportunities for those who
have initiative, a sound mechanical knowledge,
and the thirst for a challenge.”

Kyla points out that many Cummins managers
in Australia and New Zealand started their
careers as diesel technicians.

There are also great prospects around the
world as Cummins has very much become a
global company.

“Cummins branches in Australia have
employed diesel technicians from Cummins
operations in the UK, Peru and Chile, and this
recruitment will only increase as we continue
to tap into the global employment market,”
Kyla points out.“This is an action that is
basically being driven by the shortage of
apprentices and qualified technicians in the
South Pacific.”

In addition, a number of Cummins technicians
who established their careers in Australia are
now serving in various technical roles in the
UK, Europe,Africa,America and the Middle
East. Hence there are fantastic opportunities
to take advantage of the ‘Cummins Passport’
and experience another country and a
different culture.

$300,000 windfall 
for apprentice training

Alongside the fully operational Signature engine donated by
Cummins are SA’s Minister for Employment,Training & Further
Education Stephanie Key and K&S Freighters’ Paul Smith who is
also TIOG chairman.

At the handover of the equipment to TAFE were (from left):TIOG
chairman Paul Smith, John Amoroso (Mt Gambier TAFE), Brian
Smith (Cummins Adelaide/regional manager), Robert Clark (Eaton)
and Leigh Newton (Cummins Mt Gambier branch manager).

Cummins won the ‘Best Small Site Award’ at the recent New Zealand Transport Heavy Equipment Expo in
Hamilton.The stand promoted Cummins’ distinctive ‘Every’ theme. Pictured with the award are (from left): Col
Russell, NZ area director; Eric Carswell, NZ truck engine business manager;Armand Lemoine, Cummins NZ
general manager.

top NZ show award
Cummins takes out 

Passport to successCummins achieves safety
benchmarks in NSW

For the third year in a row Cummins has achieved the benchmarks laid down for the NSW
WorkCover Premium Discount Scheme (PDS).

The PDS is an assessment of a company’s ability to make OH&S a high priority within its day to
day business activities.

“Safety is becoming a way of life at Cummins and this is clearly demonstrated in the workplace
safety performance at our branches,” says Kellie Gerlich, regional HR and OH&S manager.“It’s all
about guaranteeing the safety and welfare of our employees, contractors and visitors.”

Kellie says the benefits for Cummins and its employees in achieving the PDS benchmarks include:

• Improved, practical and proven workplace safety systems
• Reduced number of workplace injuries and

workers compensation claims
• A safe and managed return-to-work process

for injured employees
• Greater employee awareness of safety
• Increased unity throughout the workplace
• Increased reputation within the industry as an 

employer of choice

Two Cummins branches in NSW,Wetherill Park
(Sydney) and Queanbeyan, were recently assessed
by a WorkCover auditor and demonstrated a
robust and consistent OH&S system, including
increased workplace safety performance.

Cummins regional HR and OH&S manager
Kellie Gerlich with (from left) Steve Bonney,
Vince Avenoso,Terry Nash and Col Russell,
NSW area director.
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Mine equipment operators in Australia could be
excused for feeling just a little fazed by the publicity
surrounding the latest generation high horsepower diesel
engines being announced in the US.

The focus of these engines – those rated above 750 hp –
is their compliance with Tier 2 off-highway emissions
levels.

In this article we’ll attempt to clear the air – pardon the
pun! – on what the ‘Tier’ emissions levels are all about
and also look at the impact of Tier 2 engines in the
Australian mining industry.

The terms Tier 1,Tier 2,Tier 3 and so on apply to
emissions levels set by the US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) for mobile off-highway diesel engines.

At this stage Australia has unregulated emissions levels
for off-highway diesels, and there are no documented
proposals for this to change.

However, all Cummins Quantum electronically-controlled
engines in Australia in the high horsepower class – the
QSK19, QSK23, QST30, QSK45 and QSK60 – are at the
Tier 1 level which was introduced in the US in 2000.

Most of Cummins’ older mechanically-injected engines in
Australia like the K19, K38 and K50 are non-certified
units meaning they are not at the Tier 1 level.The
exceptions are the K1500E and K2000E that are at Tier 1.

In the US and Canada all high horsepower engines rated
above 750 hp must move to the Tier 2 emissions level by
January 1, 2006.

The jump from Tier 1 to Tier 2 results in a NOx (Oxides
of Nitrogen) emissions reduction of 30% and a PM
(Particulate Matter) emissions reduction of 65%.

The big question is to what extent these Tier 2 engines
will find their way into Australian mining industry.

“This will be determined by mine operators and the
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) offering our
engines,” says Venkat Bommakanti, general manager of
mining business for Cummins South Pacific.

“Cummins will have available Tier 2 engines spanning 750 to
3,500 hp and will also continue to manufacture its current
range of engines for markets like Australia which have
unregulated emissions levels.”

He points out that several new Cummins engines and ratings
will be available only in Tier 2 form.

“The Tier 2 version of the QSK60 will be able to deliver up
to 3,000 hp compared with 2,700 hp for the Tier 1 engine,”
Venkat Bommakanti explains.“The 3000 hp rating will
specifically meet the power density requirements of the new
generation super haulers.

“Our two new Quantum engines, the QSK38 and QSK50, will
also only be available as Tier 2 units.”

The QSK38 and QSK50 are enhanced versions of Cummins’

well proven 38-litre K38 and 50-litre K50 platforms.They
incorporate Cummins’ latest full-authority electronics as well
as a new common-rail fuel system to meet the Tier 2
emissions level.

“Our engineers have developed the Tier 2 engines to offer
additional benefits beyond reduced emissions,” says Venkat
Bommakanti. “Importantly, life to overhaul will not be
compromised and there will be improved engine protection
along with quieter and smoother running.

“This may encourage customers outside the North American
Tier 2 region to utilise the latest platforms.”

Summing up, he emphasises:“Our customers and the original
equipment manufacturers will together ultimately decide
what emissions levels are suitable for the Australian market.
Cummins will be able to offer both Tier 1 and Tier 2 engines
above 750 hp.”

So what will be the key changes between the current
Cummins Quantum Tier 1engines and the Tier 2 units that
will be available early in 2006?

“Our high horsepower engines do not require increased
displacement or significant configuration changes to meet
Tier 2 emissions,” says Sean McLean, manager of the
industrial engineering team at Cummins South Pacific.

“All of our technology is based on the in-cylinder solution so
there is minimal change to our proven base engine designs.
We’ve been able to optimise the in-cylinder combustion
system while incorporating a new modular common-rail fuel
injection system to meet Tier 2,” he continues.

The new high-pressure common-rail fuel injection is vital, and
the Cummins system is different to anything else on the
market. Each injector has its own integrated accumulator to
keep injection pressures – up to 1600 bar (23,000 psi) –
constant throughout the system.This modular system also
eliminates the need for a large common rail.

Another key hardware change across the Quantum range will
be the use of single piece cast ductile iron pistons for
improved durability and also to allow narrower ring spacing
for the necessary higher compression levels.

In the years ahead US emissions regulations are set to bite
even harder.

There will be no Tier 3 emissions stage for high horsepower
engines and instead these will jump straight into Tier 4 in
2011.

“Cummins’ plans are for exhaust aftertreatment to be the
only addition to our Tier 2 in-cylinder solution to meet Tier
4,” Sean McLean points out.

The new Tier 2 version of the 60-litre QSK60 will deliver up
to 3000 hp compared with 2,700 hp for the Tier 1 engine.

The new QSK50, an enhanced version of Cummins’ well proven
K50 platform, will only be available as a Tier 2 unit. It will
feature a high pressure common rail fuel injection system.
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Diesel engine emissions
have been reduced
dramatically in recent years
as this chart shows.All
Cummins Quantum high
horsepower engines in
Australia are at the Tier 1
level while those in North
America have to move to
Tier 2 from January 1 2006.
Australia currently has
unregulated emissions levels
for off-highway diesels, and
there are no documented
proposals for this to
change.



air-cooled Deutz engine with
the 5.9-litre B-series Cummins
rated at 210 hp which combines
with the Schottel pump-jet to
allow bridge construction in the
strongest river current.

The Schottel pump-jets are flush
with the underside of the hull
and can rotate 360 degrees to
provide full power in any direction and can 
operate in as little as 400 mm of water.

“The boats have a bollard pull of 2.5 tonnes which is outstanding for a vessel of this size,” Jamie
Bruce points out.The 420 hp boats are 7.0 metres long with a beam of 3.5 metres and weigh
under 6.0 tonnes.

He says Cummins was chosen as the engine supplier for the bridge boats for several reasons.
“We’ve had a long association with Cummins and knew we could count on their technical
support during the project,” Jamie explains, adding that Birdon Marine works closely with
Cummins Newcastle.

“Cummins’ global support capability is another important factor from an export point of view,” he says.

Birdon Marine has a large number of its 80 employees dedicated to the bridge boat project and is
on track to complete construction in July 2005 – several months ahead of schedule.

The company has rated highly in the Department of Defence scorecard system in which it is
graded quarterly in 10 key areas.“We’re ecstatic with the results,” says Jamie Bruce.
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From trucking to dredging to winning a $15 million defence contract is the remarkable
business profile of Jim Bruce, managing director of Birdon Marine.

Jim has had a long relationship with Cummins, one that started in the trucking industry in the
1960s and has continued through his dredging and boat building businesses.

“Creating relationships is very important in business,” he says.“You need faith in the people
you are dealing with so you establish a relationship and you move ahead.That has happened
in our relationship with Cummins.”

When Jim started his apprenticeship as a mechanic in the early ’60s, his sights certainly
weren’t set on making a name in the marine business. His interest was trucks and as he
recalls today,“When I was a kid all I dreamt about was being a truck driver.”

It’s easy to understand why Birdon Marine of Port Macquarie, NSW, is proud of its $15 million
contract to supply 24 bridge-building boats to the Australian Army.

The family company, established by ex-truckie Jim Bruce in the late 1970s, beat major international
shipbuilding outfits to secure the Department of Defence business.

Birdon Marine has obviously developed a world-class design for the Australian Army bridge erection
propulsion boats (BEPBs), with export opportunities now looming.

Each bridge erection boat has a pair of 210 hp Cummins B5.9 engines coupled to Schottel pump
jets to provide an extremely agile and stable platform.

The 420 hp boats are primarily used to assemble the modules that create bridges across strategic
waterways and wet gaps.They manoeuvre the bridge modules while providing thrust anchorage
during bridge construction and operation.

The combination of pump jets and Cummins diesel power provides enough thrust to manoeuvre a
60-tonne Abrams battle tank on a bridge module across a river.

The importance of this type of bridge system was reinforced during Operation Iraqi Freedom in
2003 when the US Army took five hours to build a 600-metre ribbon bridge across the Tigris River.
This was the longest floating bridge constructed in a combat zone since WWII.

The new bridge boats for the Australian Army are based on a 30-year-old design from Germany,
although Birdon Marine has redesigned the boat and added numerous refinements.

“Our boat looks similar to the basic German design, but we’ve made a lot of upgrades and changes
to improve handling, safety and overall efficiency, providing a far superior product for our army
engineers,” says Jamie Bruce, general manager of Birdon Marine.

The company’s engineering expertise was put to the test right from the start with the construction
of a prototype in 2003 which the Army ran continuously for six days in a climate control chamber
at temperatures ranging from minus 5OC to plus 40OC.

One of the key changes made by Birdon Marine to the German design was replacement of the 

The Cummins-powered bridge boats are used to assemble modules that create
bridges across waterways.They can manoeuvre a 60-tonne Abrams battle tank
on a bridge module across a river.

Birdon’s bridge boat 
is a beauty!

Ex-truckie
dredges up new
boat business

The bridge boats are transported on the 
back of Mack Army trucks.

Cummins Newcastle application engineer Paul Corbett played a key role in the engine installation.
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His father Jack operated Bruce Transport out of Newcastle in
the 1950s and Jim was only eight when his father passed away
and older brother Tom took over the reins of the business.

Tom then became involved in importing Peterbilts and Jim
helped his brother get the Petes road-ready for Australian
operators. Most of the Petes were powered by Cummins
diesels – namely the NH model, the start of Cummins’
legendary 855 cubic inch (14-litre) engine family.

In his early 20s Jim joined White Trucks as a mechanic and
spent 12 months in New Guinea. He then fulfilled his boyhood
dream of becoming a truck driver, at one stage working for
John L Pierce before he bought a White powered by a
Cummins NH250 for carting rock in Sydney.

Port Macquarie, on the NSW central coast, appealed to Jim so
he moved his family there in the mid-70s and went into
partnership with Jim Pearson, owner of Jim Pearson Transport.

Jim Bruce found the lure of a new business opportunity hard to
resist, however, and made his exit from trucking. He went into
partnership with a local earthmoving contractor, bought a
dredge and started dredging sand out of the Hastings River at
Port Macquarie to supply to the building industry.

In 1979 Jim bought land on the Hastings River – Birdon

Marine’s current site – and started manufacturing and
maintaining dredging equipment. Jim soon decided to put in a
slipway and was encouraged by the local council to make it a
400-tonne facility so the council ferries could be serviced there.

With the undercover slipway completed and able to
accommodate vessels up to 50 metres and 400 tonnes, Jim
Bruce’s facility started attracting corporate high-flyers such as
Alan Bond and Christopher Skase who wanted their luxury
yachts maintained without any fanfare.

“Our slipway was out of the spotlight which they liked,” Jim
recalls.“At this stage we also had our own dredges – seven
units, all Cummins-powered, working around the country.”

Through the 1990s the bulk of the work at the slipway was
the refitting of commercial and defence vessels, from tugs to
fishing boats to patrol boats and minesweepers. Since 2000
more than $3 million has been spent upgrading the slipway
and dry dock facility to accommodate a slipping capacity of
1000 tonnes and to ensure environmental licensing standards
that are second to none.

Over the last couple of years Birdon Marine has branched out into
the ‘new builds’ business, having constructed a tug for the
Townsville Port Authority with Cummins N14 power, and a dredge
for the Samoa Ports Authority with Cummins QSK19 power.

The latest projects include the supply of 24 new bridge
erection propulsion boats for the Australian Army.

Jim and son Jamie (general manager of Birdon Marine) are
currently planning a major marine precinct adjacent to the
Birdon Marine site on the Hastings River, where boat
builders/suppliers can set up manufacturing and sales facilities.

Birdon Marine founder and ex-truckie Jim Bruce (left) with son Jamie.

mainly on North Island
linehaul.

“The K104 was
originally specced with
a Cat but I changed it
to a Signature 620,”
Guy points out.“I

spoke to a number of operators and got very good reports
about the Signature.The engine brake was a big attraction and it

has shown it’s a magnificent
retarder.You just don’t need to
touch the brakes.

“The Signature was doing around
1.83 km/litre before it bedded in
but it’s now up around 2.03 km/litre
which is better than the Scania 580
I had which averaged 1.8 km/litre,”

Guy points out.

“I get good support from the Cummins guys too,” he adds.

Trevor Harcourt has a Generation II Signature 620 in a
Kenworth K104 which is dedicated to Toll Tranzlink work,
hauling containers during the day and then pulling a B-train at
night between Hamilton and Wellington.

Trevor’s first Signature was in a Western Star.“I had a few issues
with that engine but at the end of the day it was the service
support that counted. I got excellent support from the Cummins
branch in Rotorua,” Trevor points out.

At the age of 16 Trevor started in the trucking industry, working
for Alexander Grain in Hamilton as a yardie and a relief driver
with an under-age exemption. He bought his first truck 12 years
ago, a Mack Ultra-Liner.

“The Generation II Signature is looking good,” says Trevor,
pointing out it will do 280,000 km a year.“Fuel consumption is at
2.0 to 2.1 km/litre and the engine brake is magic.”

Aaron Parkinson operates an immaculate Freightliner Argosy
with a Signature 620 for Provincial Freightlines.The truck runs
between Wellington and Auckland daily, a 1500 km journey.

Aaron’s the pilot on the Wellington-Taupo leg of 720 km, while
another driver does the Taupo-Auckland stretch.Aaron is a
plasterer by trade but his father had trucks and after some relief

driving he got into the
trucking game fulltime six
years ago.

“My first truck was a
second-hand FLB
Freightliner with a 470 hp
Detroit, but early in 2003 I decided to replace it with a new
Argosy with bigger power,” Aaron points out.

“I’ve done 350,000 km in the Argosy and wouldn’t go to another
engine now because the performance and engine braking of the
Signature are awesome.What tops it off is the service support
from Cummins in
Rotorua,” he says.

Dallas Manning
was one of the
first Signature
operators in New
Zealand and is
“still absolutely
happy” with the
red engine. His
latest Signature
620, a Generation
II version, powers
a Freightliner
Argosy which
operates for
Roadfreighters’ parcel division.

“I wouldn’t go to
anything else.You can’t
beat the Signature in
terms of performance,”
says Dallas who is from
Waipukerau in the
North Island. His new
Argosy is fitted with
the Cummins Centinel
oil management system
which extends oil drain
intervals up to 
800,000 km.

Talkin’ about
Generation II

The Generation II Signature 620 engine is well
entrenched as the master of time and distance on New
Zealand’s linehaul routes.

Not only is the15-litre dual overhead Cummins top-ranked in
the performance stakes, it is also delivering the twin virtues of
reliability in durability in its Generation II structure.

Guy Knowles has been in the trucking game for over 30 years
and today operates two Kenworth K104s with Generation II
Signature 620 power. Both are configured as 8x4 tractors
coupled to four-axle trailers.

The newest unit was on display at the recent New Zealand
Transport and Heavy Equipment Expo at Hamilton’s Mystery
Creek.

Based in Palmerston North in the North Island, Guy takes a
lot of pride in his gear and says he likes “chasing truck show
awards”.

He started in trucking with Child Freighters in Palmerston
North, driving a Bedford on local deliveries. He eventually had
13 years with Child, the last five as an owner-driver with an
8x4 Mack and four-axle trailer on linehaul.

He had several Macks before switching to Scanias and then in
late 2003 he decided it was time for his first Kenworth K104
with Signature 620 power. It has now done around 250,000 km,

Guy Knowles… “I
spoke to a number of
operators and got
very good reports
about the Signature.”

Aaron Parkinson… “The
performance and engine
braking of the Signature
are awesome.”

Trevor Harcourt… 
“The Signature engine brake is magic.”

Dallas Manning… one of the first
operators of a Signature engine in
Australia.



Cummins will meet the
next round of US on-highway emissions
standards in 2007 by integrating the
Cummins Particulate Filter (CPF) with its current cooled-exhaust gas
recirculation (EGR) engine technology.

“Back in 2002 we said that cooled-EGR emissions technology would be the foundation for our
2007 product line,” said Tom Kieffer, Cummins Inc. executive marketing director.

“Providing stable engine architecture assures customers that the engine they are operating
today will be the same basic engine in 2007, and gives them confidence in the performance,
reliability and durability of the Cummins solution.”

The CPF, developed and manufactured by Fleetguard Emissions Solutions, a subsidiary of
Cummins Inc., is designed to reduce particulate matter emissions by 90% from current levels.

The CPF is designed to replace the existing vehicle muffler, adding minimal weight to the
vehicle. Service requirements for the filter will be extended out as far as 400,000 miles
(643,783 km) for linehaul operations, minimising the operating cost impact to trucking
companies.

The 2007 engine will also feature a crankcase ventilation system from Fleetguard that virtually
eliminates any oil carryover from the engine.

“We have great confidence that these engines will have the same industry-leading fuel
economy in 2007 and will provide the best performance, reliability and durability of any engine
in the marketplace,” said Kieffer.

Cummins has also announced the results of high-kilometre engineering evaluations of its ISX
engine in North America that proves engine durability exceeds industry expectations.

The results, based on engines with almost one million kilometres of commercial service,
confirmed company projections that the engines certified and compliant to the latest US EPA
emissions standards would have the same or better durability than the engines they replaced.

“The analysis concluded that the major components contributing to engine durability exhibited
outstanding results,” said Kieffer.

“With proven durability
now added to the ISX
performance, reliability
and fuel economy
leadership as reported by
our customers, this means
they can depend on our
products to provide the
best value during their
ownership period – and
increased resale value.”

Engine durability is typically defined as the point requiring an in-frame engine overhaul resulting
from excessive component wear or oil consumption. The evaluation engines were fully
disassembled and all major components – from the crankshaft to camshafts, from the EGR
subsystem to the power cylinder – were analysed. Engineering analysis confirmed both the
integrity of oil control and combustion control with components exhibiting normal and
expected wear.

Power cylinder components showed only 20 to 25% wear after nearly one million kilometres,
with connecting rod and main bearings expected to have 50% additional life remaining.
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The cost of rebuilding a pre-1991 Cummins engine has been cut significantly with the launch of the
Cummins Classic Parts program.

“Cummins Classic Parts are a range of genuine Cummins parts for older Cummins engines,” says Mike
Sharp, general manager of the Cummins South Pacific Powercare group.

“Classic Parts are priced to ensure that overhauling a pre-1991Cummins engine is a cost effective
exercise.”

Sharp emphasises that  Classic Parts are genuine Cummins parts so there is no compromise on quality.

“Non-genuine parts are false economy,” he says.

“The material specification of non-genuine parts is often compromised so there’s a real risk of these
parts failing.This spells major trouble with an expensive piece of equipment such as a diesel engine,” he
says.

“In fact, using non-genuine parts can result in rapid wear, poor reliability, high oil consumption and even
engine failure.

“Other manufacturers may claim their parts will work in a Cummins engine, but the fact is only genuine
Cummins parts are built to meet the original factory specifications while using the latest materials,
component designs and manufacturing techniques.”

Cummins Classic Parts are covered by a Cummins factory warranty and are available through all
Cummins branches and participating authorised dealers.

CPF + EGR = Cummins’ 
emissions solution

Cummins Particulate Filter will be replace the
existing vehicle muffler for the next round of
stringent US emissions regulations in 2007.

High-kilometre durability evaluation of the ISX concluded that the major components
contributing to engine durability exhibited outstanding results.

ISX with exhaust gas
recirculation (EGR) has
been in service in the US
since 2002.

Cummins Classic Parts
ensure cost effective
overhaul
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The first of Victoria’s new VLocity trains have hit the tracks, their 750 hp
Cummins QSK19R engines achieving the required top speed of 160 km/h with
rapid acceleration and plenty in reserve.

Cummins is supplying 76 QSK19R traction engines plus the same number of
generator sets and associated systems for V/Line’s VLocity trains, the first of
which are expected to enter revenue service by mid-year.

The first two-car VLocity train was delivered to V/Line in January for driver
training and general familiarisation.

In all, 38 VLocity two-car trains will be built, each car having its own 19-litre
Cummins QSK19R traction engine and 85 kW Cummins 6BT5.9G generator set.

A two-car train seats 144 passengers while as many as eight cars can be linked
together to give V/Line the flexibility to match train sizes to customer demand.

Cummins had commissioned 30 cars by May, with the commissioning process
scheduled to be completed by April 2006.

The VLocity trains, which are being built by Bombardier Transportation at its
Dandenong facility in Melbourne, will exploit the track and signalling upgrades
that are part of Victoria’s $750 million regional fast rail project.

Cummins has committed major engineering and manufacturing/assembly
resources to the project, using its South Pacific headquarters in Scoresby,
Melbourne, as the hub of its effort.

The VLocity trains signal a new era in train travel and will spirit Victorians around
the state in high-speed comfort, linking Melbourne with the regional centres of
Geelong, Ballarat, Bendigo and the Latrobe Valley.

Developed specifically for the high-speed railcar market, the 19-litre QSK19R is a
horizontal engine to allow fitment under the car.The QSK19 has a full authority
electronic fuel and engine management system for enhanced operating efficiency
and low emissions.

Over 1000 QSK19R engines power high-speed railcars in Europe.

Bombardier built the Virgin Voyager trains for the UK which required 350
Cummins QSK19 powerpacks.

When Cummins ceased manufacturing wind machines in Australia in 2003 it may have appeared the
company was exiting the wind machine business.

That was definitely not the case, however.

In fact, Cummins’ involvement in the wind machine business in Australia and New Zealand is now greater
than ever thanks to an alliance with two companies that were previously competitors.

“Manufacturing wind machines in Australia simply wasn’t viable.There were too many competitors in a
low volume market,” says Paul Hewett, Cummins South Pacific business manager for agricultural products.

“However, it was never Cummins’ intention to exit the wind machine market.We simply wanted to come
up with a smarter way of doing business.”

The smarter way for Cummins was to form an alliance with two of its competitors, Hawkes Bay Wind
Machines of New Zealand, and Daking Welders & Fabricators of South Australia, to supply and support
one brand of wind machine in the South Pacific.

That brand was the New Zealand company’s Frost Boss.

The alliance agreement sees Hawkes Bay Wind Machines handling the manufacture and on-going
development of the Frost Boss; Daking Welders carrying out the sales, installation, preventive maintenance
and machined related repairs of the Frost Boss in Australia; and Cummins supplying the diesel engines and
related power system components in addition to performing any engine-related repairs.

“In 2004 Cummins supplied more than 125 engines for Frost Boss wind machines in Australia and New
Zealand, and this year the number is expected to climb to around 160,” Paul Hewett points out.

The use of wind machines for the protection of horticultural crops from frost has increased significantly
in recent years as the full benefits have become evident.

The latest technology Frost Boss machine uses a super-quiet four-blade fan that generates 25% more
airflow at an engine speed of 1800 rpm than the two-blade fan operating at an engine speed of 2500 rpm.

The Frost Boss is powered by an a Cummins 6BT5.9 engine rated at 152 hp.

VLocity train achieves 160 km/h with rapid acceleration and plenty in reserve.

The latest technology Frost Boss wind machine uses a four-blade
fan as distinct from the previous generation two-blade unit.

At full VLocityAt full VLocity

Cummins still in the 
battle against frost
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A new tourist attraction in Adelaide – the Hel-a-va jet boat ride – has won acclaim from
thrillseekers, tourist writers, and a tourist commission but not from a disgruntled hack at one
of the city’s newspapers.

Powered by a pair of 355 hp Cummins QSB diesel engines coupled to Doen jets, the high
velocity offshore jet boat has been praised by the South Australian Tourist Commission as
“innovative and exciting”.

In recommending the Hel-a-va jet boat experience,Adelaide’s Sunday Mail newspaper
described it as “pure fun…the fun ride Adelaide’s coast has been missing.”

Perhaps the most amusing publicity came from an Adelaide newspaper columnist who declared
that the boat “appeared to be raging out of control…not only is this a disturbance but also
irresponsible handling of such a powerful boat… it’s setting a bad example for other young
captains of the sea.” 

Pumping 72,000 litres of seawater a minute through its Doen jets, the 9-metre Hel-a-va boat
carries 12 passengers in race-style seats and harnesses at speeds of up to 40 knots or 72km/h.

A series of breath-catching manoeuvres has the passengers revelling in the sheer power and
dynamic performance of this sling-shot, Cummins-powered craft.

Adelaide businessmen Dennis Payne and Carmine Misale have invested around $500,000 in
their Hel-a-va jet boat business which includes design and construction of the boat, a booking
office at Holdfast Shores Marina at Glenelg, and a full range of merchandise.

“We spent six months researching other jet boat rides before getting Oceantech to design a
vessel that would provide extreme performance in offshore conditions while accommodating a
dozen passengers in comfort and safety,” says Dennis Payne.

“Unlike the open-top jet boat rides we wanted to be able to keep our passengers dry and that

meant having a fully enclosed cabin so we could throw waves over the top of the boat during
our manoeuvres.”

The fully electronic 5.9-litre Cummins QSB engines punch out 355 hp at 2800 rpm and their
matching with the Doen jets has launched the Hel-a-va boat to prominence.

Oceantech Design managing director Jonathon Kemp says the throttle response and lack of
smoke are key features of the QSB. Its noise levels and vibration are also noticeably reduced
compared with the previous
generation, mechanically-
injected B-series Cummins
engine.

He believes the Hel-a-va jet
boat is the best hull/engine/jet
combination of its type yet
produced in Australia.

Like many trucking companies O’Halloran Transport
has forged its reputation from rather humble beginnings.

Based at Moama in southern NSW, O’Halloran operates
11 trucks, up to four of which are on roadtrain work to
Townsville, Cairns and occasionally Darwin.The roadtrain
side of the business operates as Southern Road Trains.

Peter O’Halloran started in trucking 27 years ago as. He
bought a UD CK41 single drive prime mover and pulled
trailers to far-flung places such as Mt Isa in Queensland
and Mt Tom Price in Western Australia.

His trip times quickened appreciably when he invested in

an International ACCO 3070 powered by a Cummins V903
– the first Cummins engine in the O’Halloran fleet.

Cummins-powered International S-Line and T-Line models
were the mainstay of the business for a time and then
Scania had its turn before reliability and resale issues put
an end to its reign.

“We got back into the American running gear as soon as
we could,” says Peter O’Halloran’s son Rob, 37, who heads
up the operation today.

Rob started driving for his father when he was 18 and
then bought his own truck – a Ford LTL9000 with a
Cummins Big Cam III 400 – which he operated for a
couple of years as a subbie in the O’Halloran fleet.

Three years ago Rob took over the management of
O’Halloran Transport although he’s not totally confined to
the office, admitting he still likes to do a fair amount of
driving.

Seven of the O’Halloran trucks are on tipper work hauling
abattoir waste while the rest of the fleet is on roadtrain
doubles and triples work.

Mack, Kenworth and Western Star are represented in the
fleet, while Cummins ISX and Signature engines are the
dominant power source.The three latest trucks are
Kenworth T404s with ISX 500 power for tipper work.

“We’ve tried all the American engine brands and
Cummins’ service and back-up are the best,” says Rob.

“We’ve found that no matter where we are we seem to
be covered by the Cummins network.”

The performance of the ISX and Signature engines is
impressing Rob too.

“We have no horsepower complaints with the Signature
580 and 620,” he says.“They pull very well and their
engine braking is excellent.The ISX 500s are shaping up
well too.The drivers are very happy with them.”

Dennis Payne… 
“We spent six months
researching other jet

boat rides before
getting Oceantech to

design a vessel that
would provide extreme

performance…”

It’s one helluva boat!
Breath-catching manoeuvres have the passengers revelling in the sheer power and dynamic

performance of the Cummins-powered jet boat.

Humble start 
no hurdle for O’Halloran

Rob O’Halloran… “We’ve tried all the American engine brands
and Cummins’ back-up and service support are the best.”

O’Halloran Transport incorporates Southern Roadtrains which runs
trucks to Townsville, Cairns and Darwin.

Cummins ISX/Signature power dominates in the
O’Halloran fleet.
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CUMMINS BRANCHES:

NSW: Grafton Ph: (02) 6641 1000 Newcastle Ph: (02) 4964 8466 Queanbeyan Ph: (02) 6297 3433 Tamworth Ph: (02) 6765 5455 Wetherill Park Ph: (02) 9616 5300
Leeton Ph: (02) 6953 3077 Muswellbrook Ph: (02) 6541 0611 Wollongong Ph: (02) 4227 2444

VIC: Dandenong Ph: (03) 9706 8088 Laverton Ph: (03) 8368 0800 Swan Hill Ph: (03) 5033 1511 Wodonga Ph: (02) 6024 3655 Campbellfield Ph: (03) 9357 9200 Mildura Ph: (03) 5022 0800

QLD: Cairns Ph: (07) 4035 2999 Darra Ph: (07) 3375 3277 Emerald Ph: (07) 4982 4022 Mackay Ph: (07) 4952 8100 Townsville Ph: (07) 4774 7733

SA: Pooraka Ph: (08) 8368 4300 Mount Gambier Ph: (08) 8725 6422 Port Lincoln Ph: (08) 8683 1967

WA: Bunbury Ph: (08) 9725 6777 Kalgoorlie Ph: (08) 9021 2588 Karratha Ph: (08) 9144 4646 Perth Ph: (08) 9475 8777 

NT: Darwin Ph: (08) 8947 0766

TAS: Devonport Ph: (03) 6424 8800 Hobart Ph: (03) 6263 5766

NEW ZEALAND: Auckland Ph: (09) 277 1000 Christchurch Ph: (03) 348 8170 Dunedin Ph: (03) 477 8818 Palmerston Nth Ph: (06) 356 2209 Bay of Plenty Ph: (07) 345 6699

In 52 years of selling trucks in NSW, the RH Taylor
organisation has obviously achieved some significant milestones,
including its tenure of allegiance to the one brand – International.

Today based at a $6 million facility at Beresfield, a stone’s throw
from Newcastle, RH Taylor was established in the Hunter
region in 1953 as an International Harvester truck and
agricultural equipment dealer.

Ron Taylor, son of company founder Dick Taylor, today heads up
a business that still sells and services International trucks –
currently as an Iveco dealer – and is also an important link in
Cummins’ extensive dealer network.

RH Taylor’s allegiance to the International brand is unsurpassed
in Australia in terms of the years it has been involved in its sales
and service, and the company’s support of the Cummins

product also extends over a long period, since the early ’60s.

“Loyalty is an important part of this business,” says Ron Taylor,
66.“Cummins has supported us very well over the years.The
great thing about Cummins is that it stands behind its product
whenever it has a problem.

“We had a very good relationship with International and
supported that company during its toughest times, and we now

have a very good
relationship with Iveco,”
he adds, sincerely.

Ron Taylor worked for
International Harvester
for four years before
joining his father Dick in
the RH Taylor business in
1962 at the age of 22. He
took over management of
the company in 1986.

Last year RH Taylor
shifted up a gear when it
moved to its impressive
new $6 million
headquarters at
Beresfield, a strategic
location at the junction of
the Pacific and New
England Highways near
Newcastle.

The company reinforced
its commitment to

growth in March this year by opening a new Iveco dealership at
Coffs Harbour to add to its established sales and service
network in Tamworth, Gosford, Newcastle and Scone.

Ron Taylor is enthused over the range of Iveco products as well
as the International Eagle bonneted models, the 9200 and 9900,
that RH Taylor has in its sales armoury today.

“We can cover most bases from two tonnes upwards which is
the broadest range of products we’ve ever had to offer
customers,” he points out.

Cummins’ Generation II 15-litre engine, the ISX/Signature, is
making an impact too, he asserts.

“The ISX/Signature today is an extremely good engine,” says
Ron.“The ISX is already proving a strong seller in the
International 9200, and Iveco dealers are pushing for availability
of the Signature in the International 9900 and also the new
Iveco Stralis cab-over.

“There’s tremendous interest in the 9200 and 9900 Eagles.They
have a lot of driver comfort features and are very tare weight
competitive.” 

The Cummins ISC-powered ACCO remains a strong favourite
with local councils, Ron points out.“We have at least 15
councils in our region that operate ACCOs. It’s a bullet-proof
product,” he states.

At the lighter end of the scale, the Iveco Turbo Daily van is
proving popular in specialist applications.An interesting point is

that a number of these vans are going to Cummins branches as
service vehicles.The first two have been delivered by 
RH Taylor to
Cummins
Newcastle.

Ron Taylor
doesn’t hesitate
when asked the
key reasons for
the success of
RH Taylor.“You
have to be a
straight-shooter
in your dealings
and we as a
company abide by that rule. It’s all about honesty and integrity,”
he says with a definite tone of pride.

He values his dedicated team of dealership staff and the length
of service of employees such as Betty McInerney (accounts),
Brian Lane (administration), Neale Higgins (service), Gary
Beasley and Tony Haywood (sales), and Kevin Scott (company
secretary).

Customer loyalty is another hugely important factor behind the
success of the company.“Customers who bought trucks from
us in the ’50s and ’60s are still with us today,” Ron points out.
“Gordon Martin, for example, bought his first truck from us in
1959 – that was an International AA160 – and he’s still buying
trucks from us.” 

Two of the key trucks in RH Taylor's sales armoury, the
International 9900 Eagle (right) which is soon to be offered
with Cummins Signature power, and the venerable ACCO
powered by the Cummins ISC.

Ron Taylor… "The great thing about Cummins is that it stands
behind its product whenever it has a problem."

Ron Taylor with long serving sales consultant
Gary Beasley.

Long serving RH Taylor employees from left: John Williams,
Gary Beasley, Jason Crawley, Tony Haywood and Geoff Hallas.

A number of
these Iveco
Turbo Daily

vans are now
going to

Cummins
branches as

service vehicles.
RH Taylor has

delivered two to
Cummins

Newcastle.
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In 2004 Cummins again sold more engines into the Australian
heavy-duty truck market than its North American competitors.

A total of 2186 Cummins-powered trucks were registered in the
Australian heavy-duty market (220 hp and above) according to ERG
statistics.

Cummins’ closest North American engine competitor had 2021
registrations.

“Although we prefer to judge our performance in the total diesel
engine market, we maintained our No.1 position in specific
horsepower segments,” says Ross McDonald, general manager of

truck engine business for
Cummins South Pacific.“For
example, in the high
horsepower sector – above
550 hp – the ERG figures
show Cummins to be No.1
with its Signature 580 and
620 and QSK19,” he points out.

Today Cummins offers its broadest ever truck engine line-up
spanning the ISB (5.9 litres), ISC (8.3 litres), ISM (10.8 litres),
ISX/Signature (15-litres) and QSK19 (19 litres).

“We want dependability and consistency of
support and we have that with the Cummins
branch network,” he says, satisfied.“We have one
account with Cummins and I’m comfortable in
the knowledge that my trucks will be taken care
of anywhere in Australia.”

Bob Fountain has a service maintenance contract
with Cummins in Adelaide which includes
180,000 km maintenance intervals and scheduled
change-out of specific components.The
maintenance is performed on a cents/km basis.

Cummins Warranty Plus is also factored into the
contract to provide coverage of three years/one
million kilometres or 500,000 litres of fuel.

“The maintenance contract has brought a more
disciplined approach to our business, and we
know that our Cummins engines will always be
operating to the manufacturer’s specifications,”
Bob points out.

He says his drivers have nothing but praise for
the Signature 620.

“Driver feedback on the Signatures is excellent,”
Bob says firmly.“I’ve driven one of the 620s
myself and expected it to be lazier and not as
responsive as the other engine make we’re
operating. I was amazed at its performance. It
got up to top speed quickly and winds didn’t
make any difference to its performance. I was
looking for faults and there were none.”

Plenty of diesel and dust have been consumed
since Bob Fountain began in trucking close to 40
years ago.

He began loading trucks at the age of 16, had his
licence at 18, and did his first trip to Brisbane in
1969 in a V8 petrol Dodge that was fully loaded
with Yellow Pages. He grimaces at the memory
of getting bogged on one of the dirt sections of
the Newell Highway

In 1976 Bob Fountain Transport was established
when Bob bought his first truck – an 8V92T-
powered Kenworth cab-over that John Collins
had owned.

Today, the Fountain fleet comprises 40
refrigerated trailers and 20 prime movers, 11 of
which are dedicated to roadtrain and B-double
work.

Fountain’s focus on fuel (cont. from page 1).

Bob Fountain (left) with Laurie Kennedy,
Cummins truck engine business manager for
South Australia.They are standing in front of a
1976 model SAR Kenworth powered by a V903
Cummins.

Marilyn Hams, described as a person who “absolutely epitomises
the grass roots heart and soul of the industry”, has been named
National Trucking Industry Woman of the Year.

Sponsored by Cummins, the Australian Trucking Association award
recognises Marilyn’s dedication, commitment and support to the
industry.

Marilyn, from Griffith (NSW), obtained her truck licence in 1977 to
cart cattle for her husband Peter, supporting his farming work. She
went on to drive for many years, undertaking a range of rural work
including carting wheat and rice.At the same time she brought up a
family while helping Peter on the farm.

Marilyn has been a member of the NSW Livestock Transporters
Association for over 20 years, and in 1996 organised their annual
conference in Griffith.

By 1997, Marilyn had also become heavily involved in the Griffith Road
Safety Group as a representative of the industry.

Marilyn is a founder of the Truckers Family Support Group, a member
of Transport Women Australia and has been an invaluable contact in
talking to local operators and coordinating functions. She is always
active in contacting the media and liaising with police and other
authorities about transport issues.

In presenting the award, Cummins South Pacific managing director
Gino Butera said women shared with their male counterparts the
dreams as well as the frustrations of the trucking industry.

“Whether it’s driving a truck, running a business at family or corporate
level, or raising the children in often lonely and difficult circumstances,

Marilyn Hams takes
out trucking award

Australian Trucking Association chairman Ross Fraser with Marilyn Hams.

Marilyn Hams with husband Peter.

Cummins maintains 
heavy-duty market leadership

Ross McDonald

the role of women in road transport is crucial to its wellbeing,”
Butera said.

“That’s why Cummins supports this award and why we will continue
to be a strong advocate for recognition of women in our industry.”

Cummins Wetherill
Park apprentice
Dave McLeod
wanted to donate
money to the
Leukemia
Foundation so he
decided to have his
head shaved as
part of his fund-
raising effort. Geoff
Gilby did the
shearing and Dave
raised $400.


